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A YEAR IN REVIEW 
On July 21, 2008, Carol Cartwright succeeded Sidney Ribeau as BGSU's president. Since then, the 
University has found itself in a bind, facing tough economic times, the loss of many top administrators and more. 
The BG News now asks, how has Cartwright performed in her first year as our University's leader? 
Students, faculty 
express differing 
views on first year 
By Scott Reciter and Kate Snyder 
rhe BG News 
when Carol Cartwrighl was announced as interim 
president last June, then Undergraduate Student 
Government Vice President Sundeep Mutgi knew she 
laced a challenging task. 
"The difficulty for her was not only that she had to 
follow a well-respected president, but that when she 
first came in she was the interim president.'' Mutgi 
said. "A lot of times faculty members and administra 
tion don't want to hear an interim president say 'do 
this' or'do that." 
But Mutgi said Cartwright used experience to main- 
tain unity and to help the University progress. 
"She managed to come in a way that she could effec- 
tively make change, but at the same time not alienat- 
ing other individuals,'' Mutgi said. "When she actually 
became president. I think it showed that it really worked 
because a lot of people were really happy when she took 
that two-year contract.'' 
Cartwright has reached out to USG since the begin- 
ning of her presidency. Mutgi said. 
After only three days of being on campus as the 
interim president, Cartwright scheduled a meeting with 
members of USG. Before the meeting she asked for.i hrii'l 
biography of Mutgi and then President John W'aynick. 
They included what student organizations they had pre- 
viously been in and what prior leadership roles they had 
possessed, but Cartwright was not satisfied. 
"She sent it back to us within five minutes and said, 
This is all well and true, but who are you really?" And 
that sort of said a lot to us that she had a very student- 
centered altitude and she has done that with USG ever 
since.'" Mutgi said. 
Other students agreed Cartwrighl has done well. 
lunior Elizabeth Ball said she does not really know 
much about what Cartwright has done, but said as faras 
she can tell the new president is doing a pretty good job. 
"She's doing okay," Ball said. Things seem to be 
alright on campus." 
Butalthough someare pleased with the wayCart wright 
has handled her new job, not everyone is satisfied. 
Senior Kylynnc Chambers said Cartwright is not 
doing enough to pull the University through tough 
economic times, 
"She's not fighting for anything," she said. "She's 
just kind of letting it fall apart. With |former President 
Sidney] Ribeau, he actually did stuff." 
Chambers also disagreed with Mutgi, saying she 
feels Cartwright is failing to connect with the campus 
community. 
"It just seems like she's too good for everybody." she 
said. "She'll just make appearances for like five minutes 
and then leave, even if she said she would be there." 
An adjunct assistant professor, who chose to remain 
anonymous, said Cartwright is missing the primary 
function of a university education. 
The professor said the focus of the University should 
be on the students, not on making money. 
"She doesn't give any sense at all that we're all here for 
a common purpose," she said. "It's a very distressing 
time. She's not offeringany sort of vision that I can see." 
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Upper administration 
reflects on first year™ 
Story by Ell* Fowler | f : 
Good leadership often reflects carrying rhe experiences of a lifetime and applying 
them to the challenges at hand. 
For Carol Cartwright. the University's 10th president, what she carries with her is 
more than 40 years of higher education experience, but interestingly enough, she 
also carries two Blackberries. 
PBlo, she is not just another information geek that thrives on gadgets. Far from 
It. One Blackberry represents her former world and life as president of Kent State 
University from 1991 to 2006. The other is her new world of leading BGSU. 
If anything, these Blackberries speak more to her commitment to higher educa- 
tion, and answering the call and need of BGSU, which needed a full-time president 
as it faced a future of uncertainty. 
Coming to the University a year ago as an interim president. Cartwright brought 
with her an impressive record of achievement. As former president of Kent State, the 
University's "sister" institution, Cartwright was president of a parallel universe to 
BGSU for 15 years. Her knowledge of Ohio education and the University made 
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HER FIRST YEAR: A STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF STUDENT AND FACULTY VIEWS 
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How well has President 
Cartwright address the issues 
that are important to you? 
8.3% 
8.3% 
Below 
Average 
Well Below 
Average 8.3% Very Well 
Are you satisfied with President 
Cartwnghts performance in her 
first year as BGSU president? 
2.7% 
Very Dissatisfied 
Do you feel President 
Cartwright has addressed the 
issues that are important to you? 
! her first 
jent? 
ource  Surveys conducted by The BG News 
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CARTWRIGHT 
From I 
Good leadership often reflects 
carrying the experiences of a 
lifetime and applying them to 
the challenges at hand. 
For Carol Cartwright, the 
University's 10th president, what 
she carries with her is more than 
40 years of higher education 
experience, but interestingly 
enough, she also carries two 
Blackberries. 
No, she is not just another 
information geek that thrives 
on gadgets. Far from it. One 
Blackberry represents her for- 
mer world and life as president 
of Kent State University from 
1991 to 2006. The other is her 
new world of leading BGSU. 
If anything, these Blackberries 
speak more to her commit- 
ment to higher education, and 
answering the call and need of 
BGSU, which needed a full-time 
president as it faced a future of 
uncertainty. 
Coming to the University a 
year ago as an interim president, 
Cartwright brought with her an 
impressive record of achieve- 
ment. As former president of 
Kent State, the University's "sis- 
ter'' institution, Cartwright was 
president of a parallel universe 
to BGSU for 15 years. I ler knowl- 
edge of Ohio education and the 
University made possible for her 
to step behind the steering wheel 
and lead the University. 
"It helps that she knew the 
environment in the state and she 
knew the process with the gov- 
ernor and the chancellor," said 
Sherideen Stoll, chief financial 
officer for the University. "She 
was already pretty aware |of the 
changes in Ohio's educationl. It 
isn't like she walked in and found 
out about these changes." 
Stoll added that not having a 
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president go 
through that 
part of the 
learning curve 
was helpful to 
the University. 
Stoll.     who 
worked     with 
Cartwright while she was at Kent 
State, also noted the parallels 
between the two institutions as 
an Important issue concerning 
the Board of Trustees when they 
decided to remove interim from 
her title and name her University 
president. 
"When I arrived |at Kent State] 
in I99ti. one of the challenges Ki 'tit 
State was facing was an enroll- 
ment decline." Stoll said "Whal 
contributed to their enrollment 
decline? I'en yearsol not investing 
in their academic structures, their 
residences halls, their dining set 
vices ... lit was] very similar to the 
situation here |at BGSU|." 
Coming out of retirement and 
then deckling to stay on at BGSU. 
the 68-year-old grandmothei 
states her reason for committing 
to two mi in'years at the University 
was the best division for the Insti- 
tutional the time given het knowl- 
edge and experience in higher 
education In Ohio. Ilie unex- 
pected and surprise resignation 
of then Provost Shirley Baiighci in 
December 2008 was a major factor 
convincing Cartwright to extend 
her stav. 
"The Board lof Trustees! and 
I were concerned about having 
both an interim provost and an 
interim president." Cartwright 
said. "We felt when the two top 
positions wen; interim, the pos- 
sibilities ol some misunderstand- 
ings about the commitment to the 
long-term future of the University 
were possible. We needed to guard 
against that for the overall good of 
the institution." 
Entering a University on the 
brink of change, Cartwright has 
faced varying issues throughout 
her first year as University presi- 
dent. With enrollment declining, 
budget shortfalls and changes in 
administrative staff. Cartwright 
was thrown into making tough 
decisions But she doesn't regret 
any decisions she has made this 
past year. 
"Would 1 do anything differ- 
ently? I'mbably not, in the sense 
that I know who I am, I know my 
strengths," she said. "I did what 
was natural for me to do." 
Despite her personal confi- 
dence, some faculty, staff and 
students expressed concerns 
in recent surveys conducted 
by The BG News on issues like 
tuition, class sizes and job secu- 
rity that they feel haven't been 
addressed by Cartwright and 
"I never felt like I was working. Doing 
something you believe in seems to be a natural 
part of life, so I am having a great deal of fun." 
Carol Caitwngtit |Ui . I lyPrt ■'dent 
the administration. 
"She conies with a knowledge 
base that is much broader then I 
have ... I don't have the informa- 
tion she has," saitl Faith Olson, 
a limner chair of classified staff 
and University employee since 
1978. "Do I agree with all the 
decisions and things she docs? 
Probably not" 
Olson, who has served under 
ever) BGSU president since HoUs 
Moon in the late 70s. has never 
seen such hard times befall the 
University. 
"She came in when the 
University |was] in such an uncer- 
tain environment that I have 
never experienced on this cam- 
pus before, she said. 
For Stoll, she thinks despite any 
criticism Cartwright has received 
she was the right person at the 
right time for the University. 
"I try to think what this year 
might have been like and what 
the next two years might have 
been like with someone who had 
less experience as a president," 
Stoll said. 
Once established as University 
interim president, Cartwright 
knew there were challenges facing 
the University that needed to be 
tackled quickly. 
"We had some challenges we 
needed to gel on top of pretty fast." 
Cartwright said "Particularly in 
terms of budget and physical plant 
issues." 
Cartwright a-ali/ed the impor- 
tance of the strategic plan, struc- 
tural improvement projects and 
helping the community under- 
stand the budget. 
"I low we make choices to bring 
our experiences in line with our 
revenues |that's| important for our 
first year," Cartwright said. 
Before Cartwright was made 
full-time president at mid-year, 
her initial goal was to meet stu- 
dents faculty and staff. 
"A lot of what a president lias 
to do is in the outside world, in 
terms of fundraising" Cartwright 
said. "Il'undraisingl really involves 
telling the stories about what Uie 
University has to oiler and how 
successful Its graduates are. I don't 
think you can tell the stories of 
this without meeting the people 
and seeing their studios and their 
laboratories." 
When it was announced 
Cartwright would stay on as presi- 
dent, her golds for the University 
began to change. 
"Had I known 
from the begin- 
ning that it was 
going to be a 
longer time, I 
might have set 
different goals," 
the veteran pres- 
ident said. "1 was cautious about 
making administrative changes. 
Then when it became clear I was 
going to have the tola longer. 1 felt 
I needed to go ahead and make 
those changes." 
And she did. When it was 
announced there would be 
vacancies and administrative 
retirements. Cartwright began 
reorganizing senior administra- 
tion, which in the end. saved the 
University money to the tune of 
SI 1.6 million. 
UKiking toward the future, 
Cartwright understands there are 
many tough decisions ahead, but 
a pressing concern is die declining 
enrollment and the need for the 
University to change its recruit- 
ment process. 
"We have to change our enroll- 
ment model and we have to recruit 
students differently because they 
are getting their Information dif- 
ferently and thinking differently," 
Cartwright said. "Trie old 'mail out 
50.000 viewbooks' approach and 
begin to work from whatever that 
yields ... isn't working anymore. 
Students want to see what is going 
on in social networks and other 
online approaches." 
Cartwright added it is necessary 
for the administration to rethink 
what defines a BGSU student. 
For Stoll, Olson and faculty 
senate chair Ron Shields, it was 
(iirtwright's communication with 
faculty mid staff that has truly 
stood out this past year. 
"last year, President Cartwright 
found time in her calendar to meet 
with the leadership of faculty sen- 
ate on a regular basis," said Shields, 
who has worked at the BGSU since 
1986. "We had standard meeting 
times ... to talk frequently about 
University matters." 
Despite facing tough deci- 
sions ahead, Cartwright has 
more than enjoyed her stint as 
BGSU president. 
"I never felt like I was work- 
ing. Doing something you 
believe in seems to be a natural 
part of life, so I am having a 
great deal of fun and people 
say, 'What?"' she said. "In the 
face of all these ugly challenges, 
you get a group of committed 
smart people around the table 
focused on solving problems. It 
is pretty exciting and when you 
all believe in the core mission, 
and you're using the best assets 
of everyone around the table, 
that is pretty exhilarating." 
THEY SAID IT: 
The effects of the University extend beyond the 
campus lines. Changes at the school impact not only 
students and faculty, but Bowling Green residents as well. 
Below are the opinions of a few community members on 
University President Carol Cartwright's first year. 
"I don't know much 
about it, [but] I 
would say she's done 
a good job in a very 
difficult situation." 
- William Hungling, 
University alumnus 
"I don't even know 
who she is. I knew 
we had a new one, 
but [that's it]." 
- Lori Hennings, 
Wood County 
Library employee 
"I think she's going 
to get criticism. 
Things are tough on 
campus. Decisions 
need to be made 
[and] you're never 
going to be able to 
please everyone." 
- Floyd Craft, 
owner of Ace 
and Ben Franklin 
was impressed 
with her leadership. 
Its unfortunate 
that she had to 
come on board 
during such a tight 
economic time." 
- Michael Penrod, 
Assistant Director of 
Wood County Library 
THE TOP FIVE 
According to student surveys conducted by The 
BG News, the following five issues are the top 
concerns of students in order of popularity: 
No. 1: Tuition fees 
No. 2: Budget cuts 
Tied for No. 3: Class sizes 
and cuts/Flexfund changes 
No. 4: Faculty layoffs 
r# % 
If you or someone you know 
has information pertaining to an incident/fight 
that occurred the early morning hours on 
Sunday, February 21, 2009 
in front of the Clazel Bar 
which resulted in the BGPD becoming involved, 
please contact Beth Ann Crum at 
the Wood County Public Defender Office 
419-354-9244 
"* f 
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University volunteers help receive grant for AmeriCorps 
By Andy Ouricl 
Senor Reporter 
In  between going to  class, 
studying for tests and writing 
papers, several University stu- 
dents still find time to give a 
hand to those less fortunate. 
For Meredith Dixon, volunteer- 
ing has always been a passion 
of hers. 
Dixon, who is currently log- 
ging hours at Wood County 
Habitat for Humanity, does 
more than just her daily duties. 
While the 2008 graduate helps 
recruit new volunteers and 
maintains a positive relation 
ship with the community. 
Dixon also finds time to enjoy 
herself at a place she loves 
being a part of. 
"I just think Habitat's mis- 
sion of building homes is great 
and now that I have been vol 
unteering here for months 
and met the families benefit- 
ing, I can't walk away because 
what we do is really great." 
Dixon said. 
Dixon is just one of I2(i 
students affiliated with the 
University to volunteer for the 
Wood County AmeriCorps 
Program, a network of nation- 
al service programs to better 
surrounding communities 
through volunteer work. 
Since its Wood and Lucas 
County inception in 2(105. W.C 
AmeriCorps has grow n enough 
to receive national recognition 
for their work. 
Often referred to as the 
domestic Peace Corps, W.C. 
AmeriCorps was a recipient of 
the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act Grant from 
the national government, 
which gave the organization 
over SIHO.OOO. The money will 
be used to create positions to 
aiding in financial stability for 
community members along 
with helping at-risk Toledo 
Public School students. The 
grant will also create 10 full- 
time and nine part-time posi- 
tions in addition to 42 existing 
jobs within VV.C. AmeriCorps. 
Program Director Ed 
Newman realizes University 
students played a big part 
in receiving the grant. With 
over 100,000 contributed 
hours in less than four years, 
the government knew W.C. 
AmeriCorps had a sense of sta- 
bility thanks in large part to 
University students. 
"The University connection 
is a very important one for our 
program," Newman said. 
Operating nationally since 
1994, Newman said over 
"i74.000 hours have been 
donated by volunteers to help 
out those in need. 
"lAmeriCorpsI is an invest- 
ment by the country in itself to 
really attend to local issues on 
a local basis." Newman said. 
And University students are 
doing their part in making the 
University and Bowling Green 
thrive thanks to their volunteer 
work. 
Whether its talking to mem- 
bers of domestic violence, 
tutoring students at the BO 
Teen Central, or helping senior 
citizens, W.C. AmeriCorps is 
involved in a variety of orga- 
nizations. 
"I think AmeriCorps a 
great program." Senior Katie 
Cannodesaid. 
Cannode, who creates pro- 
grams for the Wood County 
Committee on Aging to help 
keep senior citizens'brainsand 
memories stay active, received 
a passion for volunteering 
through her sorority Omega 
Phi Alpha and has never looked 
back since. 
After she graduates this 
summer, Cannode will cher- 
ish the 1,700-plus hours she 
served volunteering in which 
developed a great deal of 
dedication. Evert though she 
might not continue volunteer- 
ing, Cannode only hopes the 
best for W.C. AmeriCorps in 
the future. 
"1 am happy for the program 
and 1 think it can benefit the 
Wood County core because 
more positions can open up for 
more volunteers who want to 
dedicate to help." she said. 
And those on the fence of 
deciding whether or not vol- 
unteering would be some- 
thing worthwhile, there is a 
Pizza' 
V01UNTEERS: Jniversity students volunteer 
just.recerved a grant totalling $180,000 from the 
big incentive included for any 
University student. 
Since AmeriCorps is a 
national organization, it recog- 
nizes the program cannot exist 
without student participation. 
From student contributions, 
the government rewards them 
with not only a stipend worth 
up to $4,000,'but halts interest 
on student loans while they are 
volunteering. 
2009 graduate Melissa Cook 
received all these benefits, 
plus she made contacts with 
future employers, learn about 
on Martin Luther King Jr. day through the W< 
national government. 
community events, and most 
importantly, develop lasting 
relationships with people she 
will never forget. 
"The biggest reason why I 
enjoy it is because the people 
you work with are excited about 
change and getting out in the 
community." Cook said. 
Getting people involved in 
community service has always 
been a passion in mine. It's 
a great experience and every 
one cares about improving the 
community. It's one of the besl 
jobs I've had so far." 
PROVIDED BY WOOD COUNTY SMERICORPS 
iod County A' ''nCorps 
While all the benefits .ire 
nirc. students arc helping out 
because theywant too Newman 
said. Volunteering induces an 
addiction ami once inspired to 
help out the less fortunate, its 
a feelings that nevei goes awaj 
Newman said. 
"When you stop and think 
about it. it's an exciting period. 
Yes the nation is face with diffi- 
culties now, but here are people 
stepping forward and saying I 
want to make my community 
that much of a better place to 
live." Newman said. 
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FORUM "Would I do anything differently? Probably not, in the sense that I know who I am, I know my strengths." 
- Carol Cartwright. University President on her first year at the University [see story, pg. 1]. Wednesday. July IS. 2009 4 
r tU r L t \Jri     H t J I Kt C I   What do you think should be Cartwright's top priority for this upcoming academic year? 
"The rec center 
should be updated, 
it's starting to 
fall apart." 
SUSAN HAWKE. 
Graduale Student. 
Communications Diswders 
"Squirrels, because 
theresalotofthem. 
and they're hiding, 
planning something." 
ERICWHITACRE, 
Sophomore. 
Music Education 
"Creating more 
school spirit and 
pride on campus. 
I think it's lacking." 
TIFFANY SOTET. 
Senior, 
Sports Marketing 
? 
"Finding a way to quit 
dosing things and 
keeping all the sports 
here. Cut elsewhere. 
DAVID HANKIN. 
Giaduate Student 
Biology 
^ 
VISIT US AT 
B6VIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us youf 
feedback at bgnews com. 
STAFF EDITORIALS 
Assessing University changes 
Editorial staff evaluates the 
presidents first year performance 
From the departures of 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau and Provost Shirley 
liaughcr to declining enroll- 
ment, considerahle deficit 
growth and troubling eco- 
nomic times nationally, the 
University has been faced with 
a plethora of tough decisions in 
the past year. 
Hue to these difficult times 
The BG News decided to review 
University President Carol 
Cartwright's first year as the 
University's top official. 
I.ikeanypersoninanesteemed 
position, Cartwright has faced 
flack from the University com- 
munity. Some students feel she 
hasn't addressed issues con- 
cerning tuition fees and budget 
cuts while faculty express con- 
cerns about furloughs and job 
security. 
These addressed concerns 
are to be expected in times of 
economic hardship. With this 
in mind, The BG News feels 
Cartwright was the best choice 
as president for this institution 
given its current challenges. 
Cartwright, a seasoned vet- 
eran in academia who retired 
from Kent State University as 
president in 2006, came to the 
University last July as interim 
president. She arrived amidst 
a harsh state budget crisis and 
a statewide change in higher 
education in addition to the 
weight of a University commu- 
nity struggling to stand on its 
own two feet. 
Eric Fingerhut, chancellor for 
the Ohio Board of Regents, who 
is in charge of higher education 
in Ohio, instigated the stale- 
wide change in higher educa- 
tion in 2007. At the time of his 
appointment, Fingerhut called 
upon the 13 public universi- 
ties in Ohio, including BGSU, 
to reunite under a new 10-year 
master plan. One of the major 
changes to come from the mas- 
ter plan was a two-year tuition 
freeze for all public universities 
in the state of Ohio. This freeze 
caused BGSU, which was see- 
ing a slow decline in enrollment 
numbers, to worry about the 
incoming state budget and a 
building debt. 
Fast forward to May 2008 
when former President Ribeau 
announced his leaving the 
University to lead Howard 
University in Washington, D.C. 
Left without a president, the 
Hoard of Trustees began look- 
ing for a replacement — wheth- 
er interim or long-term. Soon, 
Cartwright was sworn in as 
interim president. 
As the administration 
searched for a long-term presi- 
"Cartwright was 
the best choice as 
president for this 
institution given its 
current challenges." 
dent, Cartwright began step- 
ping into her role. Although 
unable to make long term 
decisions due to her expected 
short stay at the University, 
Cartwright began to meet with 
the University community. 
Priding herself on under- 
standing students, faculty and 
staff, Cartwright became a 
very hands-on president. Seen 
in residence halls, dinning 
halls, USG meetings and vari- 
ous other locations on campus, 
Cartwright tried to integrate 
herself into the University com- 
munity. Although she never 
came to visit our newsroom, 
amidst our disappointment, 
it is clear Cartwright wanted 
to know and understand the 
University she was now leading. 
In multiple interviews with The 
BG News, she has frequently 
stated, along with other admin- 
istrators, that she enjoys know- 
ing the people at the University. 
Despite Cartwright's efforts 
to get to know students, in a 
survey conducted by The BG 
News it was found out of 106 
surveys, around 20 percent 
of students didn't know who 
she was. We found this statis- 
tic startling, but it shows her 
efforts to get to know students 
may not be as strong as she 
hoped or expected. 
When big issues like the 
Stroh Center and budget cuts 
were announced, Cartwright 
became present in the media 
and on campus, but where was 
she during the lulls when there 
were no big announcements 
or media controversies? In fact, 
many students aren't informed 
of the major changes occurring 
at the University. As shown by 
The BG News student survey, 
many of the issues Cartwright 
tackles remain unknown to 
the University community and 
student body. 
Continuing the programs 
instilled by President Ribeau, 
including the Building Dreams 
Campaign, Cartwright ensured 
the daily operations of the 
University ran smoothly. The 
administration began tolookfor 
a more permanent replacement, 
but the situation changed 
See EDITORIAL | Page 6 
Editorial staff encourages students to invest more time in becoming informed 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
For this issue of The BG News, 
we set out to evaluate President 
Carol Cartwright's first year in 
office |see story page l|. We 
wanted to look al her first term 
as a whole, and examine how 
she has done from the per- 
spective of faculty, community 
members, and students. 
But in our quest to gain stu- 
dent opinion about President 
Cartwright, we hit a snag; 
many students did not even 
know who she is. Out of the 
106 students su rveyed, 21 cou Id 
not answer the question "Who 
is Carol Cartwright?" Twenty- 
one students, 20 percent of 
those surveyed, were not only 
unable to give feedback of the 
president's first year, but they 
were also unable to give us 
even her name. 
The lack of knowledge about 
our University president mir- 
rors students' general lack of 
understanding about the 
University as a whole. Many 
students know nothing about 
the budget cuts, layoffs and 
future plans to demolish or 
upgrade residence halls and 
dining facilities. Important 
decisions regarding these and 
other issues are made every 
day by Cartwright and other 
top officials. But some students 
remain unaware of both the 
administrators making big 
changes at the University and 
the changes themselves. 
WMPrtMMl 
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We know many students 
simply want to attend class lor 
notl, earn a degree and move 
on with their lives. To them, we 
say good luck. We are aware 
that not every student has deep 
ties to the University, and that 
is fine. We only ask that these 
students to not complain about 
the decisions and changes tak- 
ing place around them. 
But there are other students 
who have, or want, a stronger 
connection to the University. 
They care about what is hap- 
pening now, and they also care 
about the future of BGSU. 
Unfortunately, some of these 
students are among the 20 per- 
cent of those who have no idea 
what is goingon. They get angry 
when changes don't go their 
way or decisions with which 
they don't agree are made, but 
they do nothing beforehand 
to inform themselves or make 
their opinions known. 
The amount of indifference 
at our school is disconcert- 
ing, but what is even more 
troubling than those who are 
apathetic are those who are 
uninformed. Students who try 
to fight decisions without truly 
understanding the situation 
or the consequences do more 
damage than good. 
We feel student involvement 
and activism is an important 
part of the University. The pro- 
tests and rallies surrounding 
the Stroh Center were an excel- 
lent example of the passion and 
determination of students. But 
before students hoist banners 
and sign petitions, they need 
to learn exactly why they are 
fighting. 
There is a lot of grumbling 
now with rising tuition fees, 
meal plan changes and other 
economy-driven adjustments. 
It is fine to disagree, sometimes 
even necessary, but we want to 
caution those who grumble to 
do their homework first. 
Respond to this editorial at 
theiieuisdPbgnews.com 
Real renovation more than just a face-lift 
I seldom answer comments 
about my columns. However, 
I'm going lo respond to sev- 
eral readers who've been 
good enough to raise issues 
about my column regarding 
the upcoming renovations of 
BGSU dorms and dining halls. 
They are not comfortable with 
BGSU being seemly preoc- 
cupied with having the best 
brick-and-mortar campus at 
the expense of academic stan- 
dards and programs. This is an 
area well worth exploring. 
There's an unstated assump- 
tion by these commentators 
that building or renovating 
structures, as opposed to 
new or improved academic 
programs, is a zero sum game. 
The greater the expenditures 
in one area, the fewer resourc- 
es are available for any other. 
1 agree with that assump- 
tion. As we shall shortly dis- 
cover in the proposed national 
health care debate, there are 
"I know it's difficult to think about 
growth and prosperity in these tough 
economic times. But hard times will 
come; hard times will leave." 
simply not enough resources 
to do everything for everyone. 
In spite of the fact that money 
can be printed, borrowed 
or "created", the supply of 
funds is finite. More specifi- 
cally, there's a fixed amount of 
funds available in Ohio to sup- 
port universities. Some of it's 
Federal, some is private, and 
some is state-provided. But the 
pie is only so big. The feat is 
how to slice it. 
Since BGSU is in a competi- 
tive environment, any razzle- 
dazzle improvements to our 
facilities will give us a com- 
petitive edge for only a short 
period of time. Other uni- 
versities will begin their own 
renovation programs, if for no 
other reason than for exten- 
sive repairs, just as we are now 
doing. And our competitive 
edge will disappear. 
Let's consider the other side 
of the equation: academic 
excellence. This is one area 
where we can, should and 
must excel. I'm going to but- 
tress my case by citing two 
examples, neither of which 
directly relates to academia: 
the Mayo Clinic and the U.S. 
Marine Corps. 
From a small midwestcrn 
medical practice in the lat- 
ter years of the 19th century, 
the Mayo Clinic has achieved 
worldwide status in the field 
of diagnostic medicine and 
employs over 30,000 people. 
The U.S. Marine Corps is 
known around the world for its 
fighting ability, it's excellence 
at drill and ceremony, and a 
spirit of camaraderie embod- 
ied in the phrase: no such 
thing as an ex-marine. 
The success of these two 
vastly different enterprises 
can be traced, at least in part, 
to their reputation. Through 
word of mouth, marketing and 
publicity, each has become 
pre-eminent in its field. Both 
organizations are aware of the 
unique place they hold and 
take positive steps to enhance 
and strengthen that reputation 
and image. This perception 
of excellence must have sub- 
stance to it, or else it would not 
have survived as long as it has. 
I submit that the continued 
pursuit of excellence at BGSU 
is a strategy that must be 
maintained and strengthened 
for us to survive, grow and 
prosper. I know it's difficult 
to think about growth and 
prosperity in these tough eco- 
nomic times. But hard times 
come; hard times will leave. 
BGSU has several "crown 
jewels" to its credit. Our job 
is to identify, enhance and 
perpetuate them. When we 
do this, and market it properly, 
our reputation in these areas 
will grow and students will 
beat down the doors wanting 
to get in. 
Economists call this "com- 
parative advantage." Julliard is 
not as well known for its 
SCHURRER 
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WHAT TO DO 
IN TOWN 
Pet Show 
Today at 7 p m. City Park 
will be hosting their 48th 
annual pet show on and 
around the Needle Hall 
outdoor stage. All legal 
pets are welcome. 
Lunch in City 
Park 
Friday at 11:50 a.m. in City 
Park Pagliais Pizza. Salads 
and Subs will provide food 
available for purchase. 
Entertainment will be 
provided by Jodi and 
Mike (acoustic guitar and 
vocals). 
Howard's Club H 
Saturday at Howard's Club 
H. watch PB Army play 
their first show in over a 
year. Call 419-352-3195 for 
more information. 
TOLEDO 
Headliners 
Tuesday at Headliners 
watch the band Karate 
High School perform as 
well as local bands to be 
announced. Tickets are 
S8 in advance and 
$10 at the door. For 
more information call 
419-693-5300. 
Ik   jflown AitW own f V 
Frankies 
Inner-City 
Wednesday watch the 
band Mind Fish w/We 
Launch Rockets. Doors 
open at 9 p.m. and tickets 
are $5 for people over 21 
and $7 for those who are 
18-20. For more 
information call 
419-693-5300. 
ELSEWHERE 
Cleveland 
Thursday at the Cleveland 
House of Blues watch the 
band All Time Low w/ 
We The Kings, Cartel and 
Days Difference. Tickets 
are J19.99-$22.00. 
For more information call 
216-523-2583. 
THEY SAID IT 
"In a nation ruled by 
swine, all pigs are 
upwardly mobile." 
-Hunter S. 
Thompson 
University President talks culture 
Carol Cartwright on her appreciation for the passion involved in live music, why she does not 
have time for movies and her interest in spy novels 
Who are 
some of your 
favorite musicians? 
I don't have any favorites, per 
say. I have a couple of types of music 
thai I enjoy. My husband is a musician and 
while he was working professionally, it was 
a hobby for him. Now thai he is retired, it is 
his full-time job. lie plays with a lot of bands. 
They play traditional Jazz music primarily c>t 
the 1920s. So if there is music on at home, lhal 
is usually what it is. And If I'm driving or have 
an opportunity to just turn on something and 
listen to it, it tends to be classical music. There 
is just so much wonderful diversity out there I 
never really needed to pick any favorites. I do 
like live performance. I think there is something 
almost magical about seeing the passion people 
have when they are performing live. Whether it 
is a sympathy orchestra, or string quartet, or a 
marching band, or a Broadway show, or a small 
Jazz combo. It's a real privilege to see other 
human beings engage in their passion and their 
creativity. 
What are your top three favorite movies of all 
time? 
I don't go to movies very often. I'm tempted 
to say anything that includes Meryl Streep 
or George Clooney, but I suppose that really 
dates me. I really only go to one or two mov- 
ies a year. It's often whatever has just recently 
won a Golden Globe or an Academy Award. The 
last movie I saw was"SlumI)og Millionaire." I 
always look at them and think, Oh. well, that 
looks interesting. I would like to see that,' but. 
ya know, my time is booked almost constantly, 
through weekends and evenings. So there has 
never been time to pursue those kinds of inter- 
ests. 
Who are your favorite novelists? 
Actually. I like tilings thai are kind ol spy or mys- 
tery on the bestseller list. So Grisham and thai 
sort of general genre, although he's getting less 
interesting then he used to be. But. those kinds 
of things where you have a block of time on an 
airplane or something, and you have got the 
work done thai you need to do when you get to 
the other end. You can just sort of lose yourself 
in something that you don't have to remember. 
There is a guy by the name of Sieve Martini 
who writes criminal justice types 
Of things, and they hap- 
pen to be 
placed in 
Sacramento, 
where we used t<> 
live. It's always kind 
of interesting when 
your reading something 
about a place where you have 
been. On the fiction side, I don't 
have a lot of specific authors lhal 
I would follow. I kind of explore 
whal's al the lop of the bestseller list 
in the mystery/spy genre. 
Do you belong to any social networking 
Web sites such as h'acehook or MySpacc? 
No, I don't. 
Have you ever thought of it? 
I have, actually. 
Why did you decide against it? 
I just got a lot going on with what I already do. I 
think in my position it's probably heller to avoid 
those kinds of opportunities and use things that 
are more institutionally supported, lather than 
Individual. Because the president becomes 
the personification of (he institution, and 
you always have to think about the presi- 
dency as well as the person who occu- 
pies the office. I have to I make sure 
there is) respect and the proper 
kind of significance accorded 
to the office of the president. 
And my personal desires 
really have lo take a 
place very, very far 
down on the list. 
V 9 
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"I do like live performance. I think there is something almost 
magical about seeing the passion people have when they are 
performing live...lt's a real privilege to see other human beings 
engage in their passion and their creativity." 
_aro! Lartwngnt | Univers ty Hres.deit 
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JAGUAR: A red 1976 Jaguar E-Type belonging to Sylvia DuBois sits outside Pisanellos Pizza during the car show on Saturday. 
Annual car show brings variety and fun 
Sacha Baron Cohen's new movie 
proves to be shocking yet funny 
By Bradford Miller 
Reporter 
Downtown Main Street was 
home to classic and modern 
car marvels this past Saturday 
afternoon. 
Bowling Green's 8th annual 
Classics on Main displayed a 
variety of different cars rang- 
ing from age, era, type and 
style. Downtown was also 
graced with a fun and friendly 
environment. 
"The atmosphere of the 
show is very relaxed and fun," 
said Dan DuVall, a resident 
of Bowling Green. "I love the 
overall mood of the show. The 
music and the vendors that 
accompanied the cars are per- 
fect. It's a great way to spend a 
Saturday." 
Most of the automobiles 
were from earlier eras and pos- 
sessed their own sense of style 
and personality. The classics 
ranged from American muscle, 
domestic pre and post war, 
European imports and vari- 
ous customs. There were quite 
a few vintage Mustangs and 
ENOCH WU    IHEKI 
CLASSIC TRUCKS: Bob Hamel of Falmouth Michigan checks out a 1957 teal Chevy 
pickup and a 1978 Dodge Little Red Express during his visit lo the car show Saturday 
Chevelles that held presence 
at the show, along with a few 
original Ford Model-T's and a 
handful of Hot Rods. 
A large number of residents 
and visitors alike love to come 
and view the cars, eat the 
food and enjoy the show. Jeff 
Newcnmb is a resident ofToledo 
and owns a 1967 Ford Mustang 
Sport Coupe and loves coming 
to Classics on Main every year. 
"There's nothing like the 
classics," said Newcomb. "I can 
admire fellow enthusiasts' cars 
while enjoying the sights and 
sounds around me. It's just a 
great atmosphere." 
The event was accompanied 
by a series of radio stations 
broadcasting   music,   along 
See CABS | Page 9 
Vine* Driver 
Film Critic 
"Bruno "is more shocking than 
any major film in recent history. 
Hilarious and smart, the movie is 
as challenging as it is disturbing. 
The film is based around 
Bruno (Sacha Baron Cohen), 
a gay Austrian fashionist who 
feeds into every gay stereotype 
imaginable, and his unquench- 
able desire for stardom. In the 
pursuit of fame, Bruno hatches 
insane schemes ranging from 
swapping an African baby for an 
il'od lo making a sex tape with 
former presidential candidate 
Ron Paul. This makes for some 
amazing interactions because 
the vasl majority of people aren't 
in on the joke. In many of the 
situations Cohen is so outra- 
geous that you cannot help hut 
cringe imagining yourself in the 
victim's shoes. 
Possibly the most shocking 
tiling .tin mi the movie is that it 
somehow managed an R rating. 
It definitely was a si retch to earn 
that, because the film borders on 
pornographic in several parts. 
The scene which comes to mind 
is a swingers party Bruno visits to 
observe and possibly participate 
in heterosexual sex. The censor- 
ship in the scene is minimal. Still. 
this scene provides some of the 
best dialogue in the entire film, 
when Bruno tries lo help a man 
concentrate while he engages in 
the nights activities. 
While it rarely behaves like it, 
the film does provide an Insight- 
ful commentary on American 
culture The glimpse Cohen 
provides at different groups, from 
violently homophobic southern- 
ers to parents willing to put their 
infants in harm's way just for a 
photo shoot. It may be funnier 
when Cohen is irreverent, but the 
film offers a meaningful state- 
ment through Bruno's single 
minded pursuit of fame. 
"Bruno" ranges from a laugh 
riot to stomach turning. In 
some places il defeats its own 
purpose by being so offensive 
to homosexuals as to reduce the 
meaningful commentary on 
homophobia. Bui the film never 
slops entertaining. Whether it 
outrages you or makes you con- 
sider the slate of American soci- 
ety, il is Impossible to be neutral 
towards this movie. And if you 
can handle the rude humor then 
it will be funny no matter what 
your beliefs. 
■ Grade: A 
■ Directot: Tony Scott 
■ Runtime: 121 min. 
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EDITORIAL 
From Page 4 
drastically In December 
2008, when then provnsl Shirley 
Baugher abruptly resigned 
from the University, leaving 
an important vacant position 
open. 
With an interim president 
and other interim and vacant 
lop positions left open at the 
University, Cartwright derided 
to forgo her re-retirement for 
another two years to help a 
struggling University regain its 
momentum. This fact alone is 
admirable, and The BG News 
applauds her willingness to 
lead our University at such a 
turbulent time, 
Bui in an effort to keep the 
seasoned veteran who wanted 
to reitre, Cartwright redeved 
a pay increase from her previ- 
ous S:i00.()00 salar\ as interim 
to $375,000 a year — $00,000 
more than President Kibeau 
made in the 13 years he spent 
at the University. Therefore, a 
question arises: how can a pres- 
ident committed to changing 
the academic atmosphere and 
improving the budge) deficit be 
willing to take such a pay raise 
at a time when the University is 
crumbling around her? While 
we do admire her for staying on 
as president, it is hard to com- 
prehend how someone commit- 
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"But as we do an in-depth review of 
Cartwright's first year, it is important to 
remember that many critical decisions 
have yet to be resolved." 
ted to changing the University 
would be willing to receive such 
a increase during a time of eco- 
nomic hardship. 
But. once the word "interim" 
was removed from her title. 
it was time for Cartwright to 
stop treading water and to lead 
the University forward. It was 
quickly evident that she wanted 
to lead. 
Immediately following 
her induction as president. 
Cartwright formed a commit- 
tee to search for a new provost, 
began to work with various 
committees towards the cen- 
tennial celebration, has begun 
work on a new campus master 
plan and a residence and din- 
ning hall master plan among 
various other duties. 
Her most recent move to help 
the University's declining hud 
get has been the reorganiza- 
tion of filled and unfilled staff 
positions. Due to many upper 
staff retirements and vacan- 
cies, Cartwright revamped 
upper administration and cut 
$11.6 million, reducing the 
budget shortfalls to S2.2 mil- 
lion for this year. Although the 
University still faces another 
$4„r> million deficit, this reorga- 
nization alone will help prevent 
the University from having to 
make program cuts and faculty 
layoffs. Cartwright took a iron 
hling situation and worked it to 
the University's favor. 
But as we do an in-depth 
review of Cartwright's liist year, 
it is important to remember thai 
many critical decisions have yet 
to be resolved. Many budgetary 
dec isicins can't he made until an 
acting provost is in place. Until 
then, we must only review the 
issues Cartwright can tackle w ith 
out her righthand man or woman 
— the University provost. 
I ooking hack on her first year, 
Cartwright has handled it to the 
best of her ability, hut still races 
another two years of tough deci- 
sions ahead. We can only hope 
she continues to tackle the issues 
facing our University and make 
the best decisions to guide the 
institution into a new age of high 
er education. 
Respond n> this editorial m 
tiienews9bgnews.com 
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From Page 4 
engineers as Mil. In the same 
way, we need to enhance our 
strong points and grow new 
ones. 
Naturally, this takes resources, 
which takes us hack to the 
/cio sum game. There's not an 
unlimited amount of funds, or 
well-qualified teachers, or facili- 
ties or labs. 
Coupled with finite resources 
is the problem of the overall 
quality of students. As an 
instructor, I can testify about 
t hose who are not able to do 
simple mental arithmetic, who 
are unfamiliar with the three 
"There's not an 
unlimited about 
of funds, or well- 
qualified teachers, or 
facilities or labs." 
branches ol the U.S. government, 
who are unfamiliar with the 
phrase "in the offing," who can- 
not construct a paragraph con- 
taining only one topic and who 
can't express a fraction in terms 
of a decimal or vice versa. 
This is discouraging. If we 
want to continue to be suc- 
cessful and world-class as a 
University, we need to decide 
how to deal with the quality 
of our entering students. We 
have three choices: reject them, 
admit them and overlook their 
deficiencies, or work with Ihein 
and complete those tasks that 
should have been done in grades 
K through 12. 
This is the real dilemma. More 
than just slicing the pie, the big 
challenge is how to make our 
graduates well-regarded, enthu- 
siastic ambassadors for BGSU. 
Successfully solving these prob- 
lems won't guarantee a success 
fill future for BGSU; not solving 
them will doom us. 
Resixmii to Phil Schurrerat 
thenews9bgnews.com 
Academia not family friendly to women 
By Jillian Sheridan 
U-Wire 
When it comes to iicademia, 
women still have to choose 
between family and career. Last 
week. The Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported that aca- 
demia is one of the less friendly 
professions for women with 
children. 
In a 2006-07 study of 8,400 
graduate students on nine 
University of California cam- 
puses, on ly 29 percent of women 
and 46 percent of men said that 
research universities were fam- 
ily-friendly places for tenure- 
track professors to work. 
Even compared to other work- 
intensive, competitive profes- 
sions, academia is not family 
friendly. A study produced by 
researchers at the University 
of California, Berkeley and the 
University of Utah reported aca- 
demic women are 27 percent 
less likely than doctors and 17 
percent less likely than lawyers 
to have babies. 
"Kids aren't like computer 
programs that run predictably. 
With more than two, there is 
always going to be someone 
who is sick or needy, and so 
something at work is going to 
have to give," a female associate 
dean of academic affairs told 
the Chronicle. "If anyone told 
me they wanted three kids, I 
would be thinking, 'What, are 
you nuts?'" She asked to remain 
anonymous because she did 
"Women are 
underrepresented 
in faculty across 
the nation." 
not want to be publicly critical 
ol women with children. 
Womenareundcrrepresented 
in faculty across the nation, but 
particularly at the University 
of Texas. Women faculty mem- 
bers at UT hold fewer leader- 
ship positions and receive lower 
salaries than their male coun- 
terparts, hi 2008, only 36 per- 
cent of faculty members were 
women.accordingtoUT'sOffice 
of Information Management 
and Analysis. That is a prob- 
lem in itself. But even this small 
percentage is not proportion- 
ally represented in University 
leadership. Women only hold 
19 percent of full professorships 
at UT. The women who have 
managed to get hired by UT and 
worked thcirway into leadership 
get paid significantly less, an 
average of $9,028 per year less, 
than their male counterparts. 
The American Association of 
University Professors data for 
2006 show UT ranked I Ith out 
of 12 peer institutions in the 
percentage of women ranked as 
full professors. 
the Gender Equity Task 
lorce Report, released last 
year, addressed these facts and 
explained that women at UT 
fare worse not only than their 
male counterparts but also than 
female professors at other uni- 
versities. When it was released, 
many people expressed disap- 
pointment. Hut it is no surprise 
that women are choosing not to 
work at UT. 
Working Mother Magazine's 
2007 list of the top 100 places to 
work for women notes do/ens 
of institutions that provide sig- 
nificant paid maternity leave, 
ranging in length from si\ to 
16 weeks. 
But female faculty members 
at UT do not receive a day of 
paid maternity leave. They 
are permitted to use any sick 
(or disability) leave they have 
accrued, but University policy 
stipulates that they may use 
that sick leave only while they 
are physically impaired or in 
recovery from pregnancy. The 
total time a female professor 
can be on unpaid leave is eight 
weeks 
Child care for graduate 
students and faculty at the 
University is unreasonably 
expensive, too. A family with an 
income between S.r>.r>.000 and 
$99,999 must pay $875 dollars 
per month, and there arc a lim- 
ited number of spots available 
at a lower cost for families with 
lower incomes. 
To read the rest of this column 
log onto hgiwws.com 
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SIDELINES 
Cross Country 
2009 schedule 
announced 
The Falcons will begin the 
season with a dual meet 
at Toledo on Sept. 4. The 
following weekend the 
University hosts the Mel 
Btodt Invitational. On Sept. 
19 they will compete in the 
lona Meet of Champions in 
New York. The All-Ohio meet 
takes place on Oct. 2. On Oct. 
17, the orange and brown host 
the Falcon Invite. The MAC 
Championships are held on 
Oct. 51 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for 
continued news and updates 
on your favorite Falcon teams. 
We will continue to produce 
updates on Falcons sports as 
well as other teams around 
the MAC throughout the 
summer. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1986—Roger Clemens 
leads the American League 
over the National League in 
the Major League All-Star 
game 5-2 at the Astrodome 
in Houston. 
1970-Dennwk defeats 
Italy 2-0 in the first world 
female soccer championship. 
1876—George Bradley 
records the first official no 
hitter in baseball. 
The List 
Last Friday, former San 
Francisco Giant bullpen regu- 
lar Jonathan Sanchez threw 
an unlikely no-hitter against 
the Padres. This week we look 
at five of the more memo- 
rable no no's. 
1. Don Larson: 
Under the biggest stage in 
the 1956 World Series the 
Yankee ace doesn't allow a 
Dodger base runner throwing 
a perfect game; the only ever 
in post season play. 
2. Nolan Ryan: 
On May 1.1991 the hall-of- 
famer tossed his all time 
record 7th career no-hitter at 
the age of 44. 
3. Patrick Schuster: 
This past April, the Mitchell 
High School senior broke the 
Florida state record with four 
straight no-hitters. 
4. Randy Johnson: 
In 2004,14 years after his first 
career no-hit performance, 
the Big Unit throws a perfect 
game as the Diamondbacks 
best the Braves. 
5. Astro Sextet: 
The New York Yankees 
were unable to generate a 
single hit against six differ- 
ent Houston Astro pitchers 
during interleague play on 
June. 112005. 
Cheerleaders 
bond at 
annual retreat 
Tyler Swordan 
Sports Ed.tor 
Developing a team atti- 
tude was a theme for the 
University   cheerlcading 
squad at their annual sum- 
mer retreat last week. 
The week-long retreat held 
on and off campus provided 
team building activities as well 
as the first opportunity for the 
team to reacquaint themselves 
with the system since school let out 
in May. 
Strength and conditioning coach 
Kyle MacDonald said the retreat was 
especially   important   for  incoming 
freshman. 
"The whole team bonding aspect really 
helps break the ice for the freshmen, while 
also giving returners the opportunity to 
knock off rust." he said. 
In an effort to establish team camaraderie, 
some of the upperclassmen provided hous- 
ing throughout the week for the freshmen. 
"It is a really good opportunity to bring 
everyone closer together," senior Steve 
Krekus, said. "It's a chance to see what each 
person brings to the program." 
Krekus is a member of the co-ed squad 
which not only cheers at Falcon games, 
but also in competitions throughout the 
school year. 
Senior Kelly Mogg, another member of the 
co-ed squad, is excited for the start of the 
season. 
She said coach Anne Marie King is 
emphasizing a different perspective than 
in years past. 
"I think wc all have less of a self-centered 
approach and more of a team attitude for 
this year," Mogg said. 
MacDonald said the beauty of the retreat 
is that the team had a chance to bond both 
in and out of the gym. 
The team spent a few days practicing and 
conditioning, but team dinners including a 
cookout. a bowling outing and team photos 
highlighted the retreat. 
Senior Kali Willeke thought the retreat 
was beneficial and is ready for the upcoming 
season. 
"We have a lot of talent and with having a 
lot of returners, we are starting where we left 
off last season as far as skill level," she said. 
Willeke co-captained the all-girl squad 
last season, but will compete on the newly 
created 'small co-ed' team this season. 
While co-ed sees a lot of returners, the all- 
girl or 'AG' squad will mainly he comprised 
offreshmen. ^
— 
Despite the lack of experience, 
Willeke said the team will 
provide      enough 
University squad works on team 
chemistry and conditions for season 
Golfer shines at 
Eastern Amateur 
Ch ampionsnip 
John Powers finished tied for 9th at a tournament 
in Virginia, Ohio Amateur Championship next 
leader- 
ship     to 
succeed. 
She      also 
said that unlike 
University varsity 
sports, cheerlead- 
ing docs not have 
scholarships,   but 
that shouldn't take 
away  from   their 
meaning. 
"The University 
does a good job 
over covering our 
travel   expenses, 
uniforms and stuff 
like food and I think 
that makes up for no 
scholarships," she said. 
The squad also does 
a lot of internal fundrais- 
ing in the summer like 
working at Cedar Point for. 
a weekend or the lamie Fan- 
Owens Corning Classic golf 
tournament. 
Between now and the start 
of the fall semester, which coin- 
cides with the start of official team 
practices, Mogg said the team has 
a chance to work on strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The retreat was a launching point for 
the season and 1 think we all got off to a 
good note," she said. 
TyUr Swordtn 
Sports Editor 
Senior golfer |ohn Powers 
finished tied for ninth out of 
1(>8 competitors in last week- 
end's Eastern Amateur doll 
Championship. 
Amateurs, including many 
collegiate players from 
across the country, par- 
ticipated in the four-round 
event at the Elizabeth Manor 
Colt and Country Club in 
Portsmouth. Va. 
The Eastern is considered to 
be one ot the top amateur tour- 
naments in the 
country. 
Powers card- 
ed rounds of 
68, 6fi, 70 and 
71. finishing 
five under par 
for the tourna- 
ment. 
"This was 
one of my best, 
if not my best 
performance 
in any amateur event to date,'' 
Powers said. 
The Bowling Green native 
said each rounds score was an 
indicator of his ability to hit a 
lot of greens in regulation and 
good putting. 
"I played good all week, 
I couldn't hit as many birdie 
putts as I wish, hut at least I was 
consistent." he said. 
During the summer there are 
few tournaments structured to 
play four rounds. 
Powers was one of only a 
handful of players from Ohio as 
the field was mainly comprised 
of east coast players. 
Q John Powers Senior 
1 though! the tournament 
was ran well and everyone 
made me led welcomed," he 
said. 
Powers goal was lo make the 
cut after two rounds, and that 
was more than solidified after 
holing out from 170 yards foi an 
eagle 2 on the 17th hole on day 
two. 
Shots like 
thai and his 
overall perfor- 
mance have 
given Powers 
confidence as 
he competes 
in I lie Ohio 
Amateur in 
Kettering this 
week. 
The most 
prestigious amateur tourna- 
ment in Ohio started yesterdaj 
at the Moraine Country Club 
and runs through Friday. 
Another solid performance 
wouldcontinuctnboost Powers' 
national amateur ranking. 
"I don't want my result in the 
i astern tobeaflashinthepan," 
he said. T know I can contend 
to win the Ohio Am." 
Powers said he expects the 
Ohio course to be more difficult 
than the one in Virginia, hut 
feels good about his game. 
"I am getting used to what it 
i.iki s to be consistent in four 
straight rounds," he said. 
"This was one of 
my best, if not my 
best performance 
in any amateur 
event to date." 
John Powe's I Senior Gol'e' 
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY KALI WILIEKE 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Women's basketball 
makes the grade 
Last season, the University 
women's basketball team won their fifth 
straight tegular season Mid-Amencan 
Conference championship in a row. 
However, head coach Curt Miller's 
program may have earned its biggest 
accomplishment in the classroom 
The Womens Basketball Coaches 
Association announced its 2008-09 
Academic Top 25 Team Honor Roll, and 
the Falcons rank fifth in the entire nation 
on the NCAA Division I list 
WBCAmember coaches nominated 
reams based upon their collective grade 
point averages 
The Falcons had a team GPA of 
3 470 for the 0809 campaign. 
The University is the only MAC 
program on the list, and the only team 
from the slate of Ohio in the Division! 
Top 25 
Miller said the accomplishment 
speaks to the commitment and hard 
work of the players to excel, not only on 
the court, but also in the classroom. 
Last season the orange and brown 
finished with a record of 29-5. the 
second highes! total in both school and 
MAC history 
Former boxing champion murdered, case unsolved 
Bradlay Brooks 
The Associated Press 
RIODEIANEIRO—Policeinvcs- 
tigating the death of former box- 
ing champion Arturo Gatti are 
working on the assumption his 
wife strangled him with her 
purse strap while he drunkenly 
slept. The woman's lawyer, how- 
ever, insists she is innocent and 
was too "fragile" to kill a boxer. 
Lead investigator Moises 
Teixeira told The Associated 
Press on Monday nothing is 
being ruled out but he is certain 
the woman acted by herself. 
"It was technically impos- 
sible for a third person to have 
been in the flat," where Gatti 
was found dead early Saturday, 
Teixeira said. "The investigation 
isn't finished, but we continue to 
think she did this alone." 
Gatti's 23-year-old Brazilian 
wife, Amanda Rodrigues, told 
investigators shcawoke Saturday 
about 6 a.m. to find her hus- 
band's body in the apartment 
theyrentedin PortodeGalinhas, 
a seaside resort In northeastern 
Pernambuco state. 
Rodrigues told police she had 
a fight with Gatti after dinner 
Friday night and he pushed 
her to the ground, resulting in 
minor injuries to her elbow and 
chin. Witnesses also reported 
"She is fragile, young 
and skinny - how 
could she kill a 
boxing champion?" 
Celio Avelino | Rodriques Attorney 
to police the couple fought and 
that Gatti was drunk. 
Rodrigues told police the 37- 
year-old former junior welter- 
weight champion then got into a 
cab with their son and returned 
to their rented apartment, leav- 
ing her alone downtown. 
Teixeira said witnesses told 
police Gatti left his son to sleep 
in the apartment, then returned 
to the city center to find his 
wife. She arrived at the apart- 
ment before he did and wailed 
for him. They then both went 
upstairs together. 
Rodrigues told police she slept 
on the second floor of the apart- 
ment with her son, while Gatti 
slept on the first floor. She told 
police she awoke at 6 a.m. to 
feed her son and discovered her 
husband's body. Police say he 
most likely had been killed at 
least four hours before that. 
Teixeira said police do not 
think anyone else entered the 
apartment and killed Gatti — he 
said there were no signs of forced 
entry and electronic locks indi- 
cated nobody else had entered 
the room aside from Rodrigues 
and Gatti. 
The investigator said 
Rodrigues told them she 
thought her husband had com- 
mitted suicide or that someone 
had entered the apartment and 
killed him. Teixeira ruled out 
both scenarios. 
Rodrigues' sister, Flavia, told 
the newspaper Folha de S. Paulo 
there is "no way she could have 
strangled a man of that size." 
Rodrigues' attorney, Celio 
Avelino, told the AP he agreed 
with Flavia's conclusion and he 
would request Amanda be freed 
from jail Tuesday pending the 
conclusion of the investigation. 
"She is fragile, young and 
skinny — how could she kill a 
boxing champion?" Avelino 
said. "When shcawoke, she pre- 
sumed he had committed sui- 
cide But she had nothing to do 
with it." 
Flavia Rodrigues said her sis- 
ter told her she thought Gatti had 
committed suicide — though 
she said he knew of no reason 
the boxer would kill himself or 
why the pair fought the night 
See GATTI | Page 9 
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KO'D: Arturo Gatti cclebraiesafter defeating Gianluca Branco of ltai\ to the WBC junk* 
welterweight (hampionship in Atlantic City. N.J. in January 2004. Officials say Gatti has been 
found dead in a hotel room at the seaside resort of Porto de Galinhas in northeastern Brazil 
on Saturday. July 11.2009. where he arrived on Friday with his wife and one-year-old son. The 
spokesman said it was unclear how Gatti died He was 57 
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EDITORIAL 
From Page 4 
flfP, 
drasticallj in December 
2008, when (hen provosi Shiriej 
Baugher abruptl) resigned 
from the University, leaving 
an important vacant posh ion 
open. 
With an interim president 
.mil other interim and vacant 
top positions k'li open at the 
University, Cartwrighl decided 
in forgo her re-retirement for 
another two years to help a 
struggling University regain its 
momentum, rhis fact alone is 
admirable, and I he 1«, News 
applauds her willingness to 
lead our University at sued a 
turbulent lime. 
Hill in an effort to keep the 
seasoned veteran who wanted 
in reitre. Cartwrighl recieved 
ii pay increase from her previ- 
ous $300,000 salarj as interim 
in s;, ..nun a year $60,000 
more than Presideni Ribeau 
made in the 13 years he spent 
ai the University. Therefore, a 
question.irises: how can a pies 
idem committed to changing 
the academic atmosphere and 
improving the budget deficit be 
willing in take such a pay raise 
,u ,i lime when the University is 
riiimbling around her? While 
we do admire her lor staying on 
as presideni. il is hard In com- 
prehend how someone commit- 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Upgraded clubhouse 
BBQ grills and picnic area 
Spacious fitness center 
Spa like tanning room 
Relaxing pool furniture 
Basketball court 
Spacious hot tub 
24-hour computer center 
On-site management and maintenance 
APARTMIN. FEATURES: 
Individual leases 
Individual bedrooms 
Individual bathrooms in ALL units 
Spacious living rooms 
Furnished units available 
Washer and dryer in each unit 
High-speed Internet 
Roommate matching 
Full kitchens 
"But as we do an in-depth review of 
Cartwright's first year, it is important to 
remember that many critical decisions 
have yet to be resolved." 
led in changing the University 
would be willing to receive such 
a increase during a time ol em 
nomic hardship. 
But, ome the word "Interim" 
was removed from her title, 
ii was time for Cartwrighl to 
slop treading water and to lead 
the University forward. It was 
quickly evident that she wanted 
to lead. 
Immediately       following 
her    induction    as    presideni, 
i artwrighl formed a commit- 
tee to search for a new provost 
began to work with various 
committees towards the ecu 
tennial celebration, has begun 
woik on a new campus master 
plan and a residence and din- 
ning hall  master plan among 
various othet duties. 
Her mosl recent mine to help 
the University's declining bud- 
get has been the reorganiza 
lion ol tilled and unfilled stall 
positions. Due lii many upper 
Staff   retirements  and   vacan 
eies, Cariwright revamped 
upper administration and nit 
$11.6 million, reducing the 
budget shortfalls to $2.2 mil- 
lion for this year. Although the 
University  slill  faces  ancilliei 
$4.5 million deficit, this reorga 
ni/ation alone will help prevent 
the University from having to 
make program cuts and laciillv 
layoffs, (artwrighl look a Iron 
hliug situation and worked il to 
the University's favor. 
lint   as  we  do  an   in depth 
review ol Cartwright's liist year, 
ii is important to remember thai 
man) critical decisions have yei 
to he resolved. Many budgetary 
decisions can't be in.uk' until an 
ailing provosi is in place. Until 
then, we must only review the 
issues ( artw right can tackle with- 
out her righthand man or woman 
— the University provost. 
I ooking hack on hei liisi year, 
Cariwright has handled ii to the 
best ol her ability, hut still lines 
another two years ol lough da i 
sinus ahead. We call only hope 
she continues to tackle the issues 
facing our University and make 
the best decisions III guide the 
institution intoa new age ol high 
ei education. 
Respond to this editorial at 
thenews&bgnews com 
SCHURRER 
From Page 4 
engineers as Ml I, In the same 
way, we need to enhance our 
sluing points and grow new 
nncs. 
Naturally, this takes resources, 
which takes us back to the 
iero-SUm game. I here's not an 
unlimited amount of funds, or 
well-qualified teachers, or facili- 
ties or labs. 
( oupTed with finite resources 
is the problem ol the overall 
quality iilsiiidenls.As.in 
instructor, lean testify about 
those who are not able to do 
simple mental arithmetic, who 
are unfamiliar with the three 
"There's not an 
unlimited about 
of funds, or well- 
qualified teachers, or 
facilities or labs." 
branches ol t he I l.s go\ eminent, 
who are unfamiliar with the 
phrase  in the offing," who can 
noi construct a paragraph con- 
taining only one topic and who 
can't express a fraction in terms 
ol a decimal or vice versa 
Ibis is discouraging. If we 
want to continue to be sue 
cessful and world-class as a 
University, we need In decide 
how to deal with the quality 
ol our entering students We 
have three choices: reject them, 
admit them and overlook theil 
deficiencies, or work with them 
and complete those tasks thai 
should have been done in grades 
K through 12. 
This is the real dilemma. More 
than just slicing the pie, the big 
challenge is how ininakeiiiii 
graduates well-regarded, enthu 
siasiic ambassadors for Bt ,si i 
Successful!] solving these prob 
lems won't guarantee a success 
lul Inline loi lit ISU: not solving 
lliein will doom us. 
Respond to I'hil Schurrer <n 
lhenews@bgftews.com 
Academia not family friendly to women 
By Jillian Sheridan 
When   it  comes  lo academia. 
women siiii have to choose 
between famil) and career, last 
week. Hie Chronicle ol Higher 
Education reported thai aca- 
demia is one ol the less friendly 
professions lor women with 
children. 
In a 2(lll(i (17 study of 8,400 
graduate students on nine 
University of California cam- 
puses, only 29 percent ofwomen 
and Hi percent of men said thai 
research universities were lam 
ily friendly places fur tenure- 
track professors to work. 
Even compared toother work- 
intensive, competitive profes- 
sions, academia is mil family 
friendly. A study produced by 
researchers at the University 
ol California. Berkeley and the 
University of Utah reported aca- 
demic women are 27 percent 
less likely than doctors and 17 
percent less likely than lawyers 
to have babies. 
"Kids aren't like computer 
programs thai run predictably. 
With more than two. there is 
always going to be someone 
who is sick or needy, and so 
something at work is going lo 
have to give," a female associate 
clean of academic affairs told 
the Chronicle. "If anyone told 
me they wanted three kids, 1 
would be thinking. 'What, are 
you nuts?"' She asked lo remain 
anonv minis because she did 
"Women are 
underrepresented 
in faculty across 
the nation." 
nol want lo he publicly critical 
ol women with children. 
Women a re u nder represented 
in faculty across the nation, hut 
particularly at the University 
of Texas. Women faculty mem- 
bers al IJT hold fewer leader- 
ship positions and receive lower 
salaries than their male coun- 
terparts. In 2008. only .'Mi per- 
cent of faculty members were 
women, accordingtoUTsOffice 
of Information Management 
and Analysis. I hat is a prob- 
lem in itself. Hill even this small 
percentage is not proportion- 
ally represented in University 
leadership. Women only hold 
19 percent of full professorships 
at III. The women who have 
managed to get hired by UT and 
worked their way into leadership 
gei paid significantly less, an 
average of S9.02H per year less, 
than their male counterparts. 
The American  Association of 
University Professors data for 
2006 show UT ranked llih out 
of 12 peer institutions in the 
percentage ofwomen ranked as 
lull professors. 
I he   Gender    Equity    Task 
force    liepnrl,    released    last 
year, addressed these facts and 
explained thai women al I) I 
fare worse not only than their 
male counterparts but also than 
female professors at other uni 
\eisiiies. When il was released, 
many people expressed disap 
pointment. lint ii is no surprise 
thai women are choosing not to 
work at UT. 
Working Mother Magazine's 
2007 list of the top 100 places to 
work for women nines do/ens 
of institutions thai pro\ Ide sig 
nificani paid maternity leave, 
ranging in length from si\ iii 
Iti weeks. 
But female faculty members 
at HI do noi receive a day of 
paid maternity leave. I hc\ 
are permitted to use any sick 
lor disability) leave thej have 
accrued, but University policj 
stipulates that they may use 
thai sick leave only while they 
are physically impaired or in 
recovery from pregnancy, I he 
total time a female professoi 
can be on unpaid leave is eight 
weeks. 
Child care for graduate 
Students and faculty at the 
University is unreasonably 
expensive, too. A family with an 
income between $55,000 and 
$99,999 iniisl pav $875 dollars 
per month, and there are a lim- 
ited number of Spots available 
at a lower cost for families with 
lower incomes, 
To rend the rest of this column 
log onto bgylews.com 
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SPORT 
SIDELINES 
Cross Country 
2009 schedule 
announced 
The Falcons will begin the 
season with a dual meet 
at Toledo on Sept. 4. The 
following weekend the 
University hosts the Mel 
Btodt Invitational. On Sept. 
19 they will compete in the 
lona Meet of Champions in 
New York. The All-Ohiu meet 
takes place on Oct 2. On Oct. 
17, the orange and btown host 
the Falcon Invite. The MAC 
Championships are held on 
Oct. 31. 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for 
continued news and updates 
on your favorite Falcon teams. 
We will continue to produce 
updates on Falcons sports as 
well as other teams around 
the MAC throughout the 
summer. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1986—Roger Clemens 
leads the American League 
over the National League in 
the Major League All-Star 
game 3-2 at the Astrodome 
in Houston. 
1970-Denmark defeats 
Italy 2-0 in the first world 
female soccer championship. 
1876—George Bradley 
records the first official no 
hitter in baseball. 
The List 
Last Friday, former San 
Francisco Giant bullpen regu- 
lar Jonathan Sanchez threw 
an unlikely no-hitter against 
the Padres. This week we look 
at five of the more memo- 
rable no no's. 
1. Don Larsen: 
Under the biggest stage in 
the 1956 World Series the 
Yankee ace doesn't allow a 
Dodger base runner throwing 
a perfect game; the only ever 
in post season play. 
2. Nolan Ryan: 
On May 1.1991 the hall-of- 
famer tossed his all time 
record 7th career no-hitter at 
the age of 44. 
3. Patrick Schuster: 
This past April, the Mitchell 
High School senior broke the 
Florida state record with four 
straight no-hitters. 
4. Randy Johnson: 
In 2004.14 years after his first 
career no-hit performance, 
the Big Unit throws a perfect 
game as the Diamondbacks 
best the Braves. 
5. Astro Sextet: 
The New York Yankees 
were unable to generate a 
single hit against six differ- 
ent Houston Astro pitchers 
during interleague play on 
June. 112003 
Cheerleaders 
TyUr Sworden 
Sports Editor 
Developing a team atti- 
tude was a theme for the 
University   cheerleading 
squad at their annual sum- 
mer retreat last week. 
The week-long retreat held 
on and off campus provided 
team building activities as well 
as the first opportunity for the 
team to rcacquaint themselves 
with the system since school let out 
in May. 
Strength and conditioning coach 
Kyle MacDonald said the retreat was 
especially   important   for   incoming 
freshman. 
"The whole team bonding aspect really 
helps break the ice for the freshmen, while 
also giving returners the opportunity to 
knock off rust," he said. 
In an effort to establish team camaraderie, 
some of the upperclassmen provided hous- 
ing throughout the week for the freshmen. 
"It is a really good opportunity to bring 
everyone closer together," senior Steve 
Krekus, said. "It's a chance to see what each 
person brings to the program." 
Krekus is a member of the co-ed squad 
which not only cheers at Falcon games, 
but also in competitions throughout the 
school year. 
Senior Kelly Mogg, another member of the 
co-ed squad, is excited for the start of the 
season. 
She said coach Anne Marie King is 
emphasizing a different perspective than 
in years past. 
"I think we all have less of a self-centered 
approach and more of a team attitude for 
this year," Mogg said. 
MacDonald said the beauty of the retreat 
is that the team had a chance to bond both 
in and out of the gym. 
The team spent a few days practicing and 
conditioning, but team dinners including a 
cookotit, a bowling outing and team photos 
highlighted the retreat. 
Senior Kali Willeke thought the retreat 
was beneficial and is ready for the upcoming 
season. 
"We have a lot of talent and with having a 
lot of returners, we are starting where we left 
off last season as far as skill level," she said. 
Willeke co-captained the all-girl squad 
last season, but will compete on the newly 
created small co-ed' team this season. 
While co-ed sees a lot of returners, the all- 
girl or AC squad will mainly be comprised 
of freshmen. 
Despite the lack of experience, 
Willeke said the team will 
provide      enough 
bond at 
annual retreat 
University squad works on team 
chemistry and conditions for season 
leader- 
ship      to 
succeed. 
She       also 
said that unlike 
University varsity 
sports, cheerlead- 
ing does not have 
scholarships,   but     , 
that shouldn't take 
away   from   their 
meaning. 
"The University 
does a good job 
over covering our 
travel   expenses, 
uniforms and stuff 
like food and I think 
that makes up for no 
scholarships." she said. 
The squad also docs 
a lot of internal fundrais- 
ing in the summer like 
working at Cedar Point for. 
a weekend or the lamie Farr 
Owens Coming Classic golf 
tournament 
Between now and the start 
of the fall semester, which coin- 
cides with the start of official team 
practices, Mogg said the team has 
a chance to work on strengths and 
weaknesses 
"The retreat was a launching point for 
the season and I think we all got off to a 
good note," she said. 
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Golfer shines at 
Eastern Amateur 
Ch ampionsnip 
John Powers finished tied for 9th at a tournament 
in Virginia. Ohio Amateur Championship next 
Tyler Sworden 
Lditor 
Senioi   golfer   lohn   Powers 
finished tied lor ninth out ol 
Kit) competitors ill last  week 
end's Eastern Amateur Goll 
Championship. 
Amateurs, including man} 
collegiate players from 
across   tin'   country,   pai 
ticipated in the four round 
even) at the Elizabeth Manor 
Goll and Country  club in 
Portsmouth, Va. 
I he Eastern is considered to 
he one of the top amateur lour 
naments in the 
country. 
Powers card 
ed   rounds  of 
(>H. til). 70 and 
71, finishing 
five under par 
for the tourna- 
ment. 
"This was 
one nt mj best, 
if not mj best 
performance 
in any amateur event 10 dale. 
Powers said. 
The Howling Green native 
said each rounds scene was an 
indicator ol his ability to hit a 
lot of greens in regulation and 
good putting. 
"I played good all week. 
I couldn't hi! as mart] birdie 
pulls as I wish, Inn al least I was 
consistent," he said. 
During the summer there are 
few tournaments structured to 
play four rounds. 
Powers was  one of only  a 
handful of players from Ohio as 
the field uas mainly comprised 
of east eoasi players. 
John 
Powers 
l thought the tournament 
uas ran well and everyone 
made me led welcomed," he 
said 
Powers goal was to make ihr 
cut after two rounds, and that 
was more than -olicliliecl after 
holingoul liinn 170yardsfoi an 
eagle- 2 on the 17th hole on cla\ 
two. 
shois like 
thai and his 
overall perfot 
mance have 
given Powers 
confidence as 
he1 competes 
in the Ohio 
Amateur in 
Kettering  this 
week. 
I he       mOSl 
prestigious amateur tourna- 
ment in < )hio siarlecl \esterda) 
al  the Moraine Country  Club 
and urns through I ridaj 
Vnother solid performance 
would continue to boost Powers' 
national amateur ranking. 
I don't want irrj result in the 
I astern to be a flash in the pan, 
he said. "I know I can contend 
to win the Ohio Am." 
Powers said he expects the 
i Ihio course to be moredifficull 
than the one in \ irginia. bin 
feels good about his game. 
I am gelling used lo what il 
lakes lei he consistent in tout 
Straight rounds.' he said. 
"This was one of 
my best, if not my 
best performance 
in any amateur 
event to date." 
• 
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BRIEF 
PH010S PB0VIMD BY KALI WlllCKf 
Women's basketball 
makes the grade 
Last season, the University 
women's basketball team won then filth 
straight regular season MidAmerican 
Conference championship m ,i i 
However, head coach Curt M 
program may have earned its biggest 
accomplishment in the classroom 
The Women's Basketball Co.e- I 
Association announced its 2008-09 
Academic lop 25 Team Honor Roll, and 
the Kiiccr: '.ink fifth in the entire nation 
on the NCA/ 
WBCA-member coaches nominated 
teams based upon then collective grade 
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Former boxing champion murdered, case unsolved 
Bradley Brooks 
The Associated Press 
RIODEIANETRO—PoUceinves- 
tigating the death ol former box- 
ing champion Arturo Gatti are 
working on the assumption his 
wife strangled him with her 
purse strap while he drunkenly 
slept. The woman's lawyer, how- 
ever, insists she is innocent and 
was too "fragile" to kill a boxer. 
Lead investigator Moises 
leixeira told The Associated 
Press on Monday nothing is 
being ruled out but he is certain 
the woman acted by herself. 
"It was technically impos- 
sible for a third person to have 
been in the Hat," where Gatti 
was found dead early Saturday, 
leixeira said. 'The investigation 
isn't finished, but we continue to 
think she did this alone." 
(latti's 23-year-old Brazilian 
wife, Amanda Rodrigues, told 
invest igatorsshcawokc Saturday 
about (» a.m. to find her hus- 
band's body in the apartment 
they rented In PortodeGalinhas, 
a seaside resort in northeastern 
Pernambuco state. 
Rodrigues told police she had 
a fight with Gatti after dinner 
Friday night and he pushed 
her to the ground, resulting in 
minor injuries to her elbow and 
chin. Witnesses also reported 
"She is fragile, young 
and skinny - how 
could she kill a 
boxing champion?" 
Celio Avelino | Rodriques Attorney 
to police the couple fought and 
that Gatti was drunk. 
Rodrigues told police the 37- 
year-old former junior welter 
weight champion then got into a 
cab with their son and returned 
to their rented apartment, leav- 
ing her alone downtown. 
leixeira said witnesses told 
police Gatti left his son to sleep 
in the apartment, then returned 
to the city center to find his 
wife. She arrived at the apart- 
ment before he did and waited 
for him. They then both went 
upstairs together. 
Rodrigues told police she slept 
on the second floor of I he apart- 
ment with her son, while Gatti 
slept on the first floor. She told 
police she awoke at 6 a.m. to 
teed her son and discovered hei 
husband's body. Police say he 
most likely had been killed at 
least four hours before that. 
leixeira said police do not 
think anyone else entered the 
apartment and killed Gatti — he 
said there were no signs ol Ic ireed 
entry and electronic locks Indi- 
cated nobody else had entered 
the room aside from Rodrigues 
and Gatti, 
The investigator said 
Rodrigues told them she 
thought her husband had com- 
mitted suicide or that someone 
had entered the apartment and 
killed him. leixeira ruled out 
both scenarios. 
Rodrigues' sister. Plavia, told 
the newspaper FolhadcS. Paulo 
there is "no way she could have 
strangled a man of that size." 
Rodrigues' attorney. Celio 
Avelino. told the AP he agreed 
with Flavia's conclusion and he 
would request Amanda be freed 
from jail Tuesday pending the 
conclusion of the investigation. 
"She is fragile, young and 
skinny how could she kill a 
boxing champion?" Avelino 
said. "When she awoke, she pre- 
sumed he had committed sui- 
cide. Hut she had nothing lo do 
with it." 
Ilavia Rodrigues said her sis- 
ter told her she I bought Cat I i held 
committed suicide — though 
she said he knew of no reason 
the boxer would kill himself or 
why the pair fought the night 
See GATTI | Page 9 
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FRIDAY, JULY 10, 
2009 
11:55 PM. 
Brandon Gobbell, 22. of 
Rossford. Ohio, was arrested for 
criminal trespass. Gobbell was 
involved in a fight at Uptown 
bar and was banned from the 
premises. He was later seen 
reentering through the back 
door by staff and a police 
officer. 
SATURDAY, JULY 
11,2009 
12:49 A.M. 
Jerry Sandwisch. 60. of Bowling 
Green was cited for operating a 
vehicle under the influence. 
1:04 A.M. 
Rolando Scott. 19. of Fremont. 
Ohio, was cited for disorderly 
conduct and public urination 
2:09 AM. 
Ryanne Fitzwater. 20. of 
Springfield. Ohio, was cited for 
underage possession and an 
open container of alcohol. 
2:37 A.M. 
Joel Graham. 23. of Fmdlay was 
arrested for criminal trespass 
and disorderly conduct while 
intoxicated. 
SUNDAY, JULY 12, 
2009 
1:42 A.M. 
Anthony Clark. 24, of 
Pemberville. Ohio, was arrested 
for disorderly conduct while 
intoxicated after he was found 
unconscious on a bench behind 
Downtown Sports Bar. 
2:37 A.M. 
Christopher Bilheimer. 26. of 
Bowling Green was cited for 
disorderly conduct for taunting. 
Billheimer was walking on the 
sidewalk past another group of   . 
people when he began to yell 
at them and also stated he was 
going to "kick their A--" 
2:56 A.M. 
Matthew Shank, 22, of Oregon. 
Ohio, was arrested for offensive 
condition and public urination 
after he was seen in the taco bell 
parking lot urinating on the curb. 
3:43 A.M. 
Thomas Dean, 25. of Cygnet. 
Ohio, was arrested for operat- 
ing a vehicle under the influ- 
ence, expired operating license, 
expired vehicle registration. 
failure to maintain reasonable 
control and failure to stop after 
an accident 
MONDAY, JULY 
13,2009 
2:49 A.M. 
Jeffrey Sattler. 25. of Fostoria. 
Ohio, was cited for operating a 
vehicle under the influence. 
3:09 A.M. 
Matthew Lamb. 32. of Bowling 
Green was arrested for 
domestic violence. 
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PHOTO PROVIDED BY PUSH AMERICA 
BIKERS: University junior Jeremy Berner (pictured 3rcf row from bottom, fifth from left) is a pan of ibis years Journey of Hope. Supported by the organization Push America in partnership with national fraternity Pi Kappa Phi. every 
year students ride from San Francisco or Seattle to Washington DC The group raises awareness for people with disabilities Berner is riding in support of his cousin who suffers from a disability. 
Bikers bring hope across country 
By Mall Lim. 
Reporter 
Ail upcoming junior from Ihe 
University is currently trekking 
across the country in order to 
raise money and awareness for 
Push America. 
leremy Berner is pedaling 
his way across the states and 
helping people with disabili- 
ties in the event called Journey 
of Hope. 
Berner has been on the trek 
since June 14. beginning in San 
Francisco, which is considered 
the "south route," whilst anoth- 
er group of bi kers depa rted from 
Seattle, which is known as the 
"north route." Both teams are 
scheduled to be arriving at their 
final destination, Washington 
D.C. on Aug. 15. 
The riders involved take 
many scheduled stops along 
the way, visiting different 
places to meet people with 
disabilities for what they call 
"friendship visits." 
Berner described a certain 
uplifting quality when it came 
time for him to arrive in dif- 
ferent cities to visit Americans 
with disabilities. When riding 
his bike into new locations, the 
heart-warming welcomes are 
what makes him feel the best, 
he said. 
"You almost feel like a rock 
star," Berner said. "You forget 
about being sore or tired. 
"I felt great every stop we've 
made," he said. "(Those with 
disabilities! really light up no 
matter how tired you are." 
The main inspiration behind 
getting involved with this orga- 
nization came from his own 
cousin, who suffers from his 
own disability. 
"|I just wanted to| show how 
much I love my cousin and how 
much 1 care about people with 
disabilities," Berner said. 
Push America, whose mission 
is to build "leaders of tomorrow 
by serving people with disabili- 
ties today," is a charity teamed 
up with the national fraternity 
Pi Kappa Phi. The organiza- 
tion's goal is to create a caring 
atmosphere for people that suf- 
fer from disabilities, according 
to Push America's Web site. 
"You almost feel like 
a rock star. You 
forget about being 
sore or tired." 
Jeremy Berner | JOH Rider 
The organization has been 
sponsoring lourney of Hope 
since 1987. That year, Bruce 
Rogers, a Stetson University 
alumnus, decided to ride his 
bicycle from one coast to the 
other to raise money for Push 
America. Rogers hiked from 
Florence, Ore. to Yorktown, Va. 
His bike ride inspired many 
different riders to follow in his 
footsteps in the years after, 
according to the CEO of Push 
America, Chad Coltrane. Every 
year since, lourney of Hope 
brings together Pi Kappa Phi 
chapters from all over the 
country in order to spread an 
accepting and understanding 
outlook for the many people 
facing disabilities. 
lourney of Hope covers 32 
different states and required 
the volunteers to ride a total of 
12,000 combined miles, riding 
for an average of about 75 miles 
a day. 
While one of the University's 
very own is currently mounted 
on his bike, Coltrane said the 
bike ride is merely transporta- 
tion and only the beginning of 
the journey. 
The DirectorofTeam Services, 
David Knavel, explained that 
before even taking part in the 
travels, each of the cyclists has 
to raise $5,000, which the major- 
ity get from family, friends and 
teachers. 
While Coltrane said it was the 
friendship and gained under- 
standing for people with dis- 
abilities that he remembers 
most from his participation in 
the event in 1996, Berner said 
it has been a great way to give 
back to the community and to 
see the country. 
Berner did agree that he has 
gained many new friendships 
while on lourney, after being 
with his team members 24 
hours a day. They turn into 
your family, he said. 
Knavel, who participated in 
the lourney for 1 lope back when 
he was in college, accepted a 
full-time job after enjoying it 
so much. After having a great 
experience himself, he said he 
wanted to share his learning 
with others. 
The bike ride may make for 
sore legs and exhaustion, but 
Knavel said it "fails in compari- 
son of what people with dis- 
abilities go t hrough." 
Push America can find com- 
fort in the many other success- 
ful events it sponsors, such as 
Build America, which is anoth- 
er event where Pi Kappa Phi 
members go around the coun- 
try to make communities more 
accessible for those with dis- 
abilities. Other events include 
Gear Up Florida and The Push 
America Challenge. 
The success of lourney for 
Hope is clearly seen with the 
growing number of partici- 
pants, with the first team hav- 
ing 16 and the current team rid- 
ing now having over 90 bikers, 
Coltrane said. 
Firelands, community colleges gain enrollment 
By Stove KunkUr 
Reporter 
Area community colleges are 
seeing an increased number of 
students enrolling, which some 
have credited to the poor econ- 
omy combined with cheaper 
tuition fees. 
The trend of increased enroll- 
ment at smaller regional col- 
leges has also been seen at the 
Firelands campus in Huron, 
Ohio. 
William Balzer, the dean of 
Firelands, recently took the 
position on July 1, but has been 
involved with Firelands since 
1999 and has seen a steady 
growth in enrollment over the 
last decade. 
Balzer described several situ- 
ations impacting people right 
now that may be reasons behind 
the increase in enrollment at the 
regional campus. 
Displaced workers, workers 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
TRANSFER STUDENTS 
Transfer Excellence Incentive 
is (or all transfer students who 
have an associate degree from 
a community college. 
Regional Community 
College Transfer Incentive is for 
members of Phi Theta Kappa, 
an honorary society for com- 
munity college students and is 
available for students enrolled 
who have attended either a 
community or technical college. 
looking to add skills and high 
school graduates who wanted 
to go to work but with few 
opportunities for employ- 
ment have decided to enroll 
in school to broaden their 
skills to ensure they're com- 
petitive in the market place 
help to make up the increased 
COLLEGE 
BREAKDOWN 
An in-depth breakdown of the 
costs of various universities and 
community colleges affected 
by the increase in transfer and 
undergraduate students 
BGSU UNDERGRAD MAIN 
CAMPUS: 
Fall/Spring 2009/2010 
■ Instructional Fee — 324.00 
■ General Fee — 53.00 
■ Total Ohio Resident 
— 377.00/credit hour 
enrollment, Balzer said. 
Firelands has also tried to 
focus on workforce develop- 
ment where Firelands works 
with area business leaders in 
the community to find the right 
types of programs to help meet 
company needs, he said. 
"It's not something new to 
■ Non-Resident Fee 
— 505.00/credit hour 
■ Total — 682.00 
BGSU UNDERGRAD 
FIRELANDS: 
Fall/Spring 2009/2010 
■ Instructional Fee — 196.00 
■ General Fee — 10.00 
■ Total Ohio Resident 
— 206.00/credit hour 
■ Non-Resident Fee 
— 305.00/credit hour 
■ Total - 511.00 
our mission, but it has become 
[morel important because of 
the current state of the coun- 
try," he said. 
Firelands has already seen an 
increase with 26 more students 
enrolling for fall 2009 than they 
had in the fall of 2008, he said. 
The increase has been even 
OWENS COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE: 
■ Total Ohio Resident 
— 123.00/credit hour 
■ Non-Resident Fee 
— 230.50/credit hour 
TERRA COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE: 
■ Total Ohio Resident 
— 119.65/credithour 
■ Non-Resident Fee - 187.88/ 
credit hour [includes tuition 
and general fee] 
greater at Terra Community 
College, in Fremont, Ohio 
according to l.yn Sullivan, direc- 
tor of institutional research and 
registrar at Terra, where there 
has been almost a 40 percent 
See TUITION | Page 10 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
,   In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price. 
'    • In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included. 
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office. 
WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
today! 
wy 
319 E. Wooster Strati, Bowling (Jreen, OH 
I <»* ated Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE 14191 354-2260 
Hours- Monday lo Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
WMw.johnnewloMrea1estatt.com 
■■■JJTT :; |" Q■!■ : ii 11 ■ I- 
Student Insurance 
Phone 419-372-7495 • Fax 419-372-4812 • E-mail: studentinsObgsu.edu 
Room 134 • Health Center Building • Bowling Greun State University 
• All students registered for 8 or more hours on main campus are 
required to have health insurance. 
• You can enroll in the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance plan via your 
MyBGSU web portal, using the "Student Insurance Requirement" 
link. 
• The waiver form is also located on your MyBGSU web portal. 
You can complete the waiver form once you are registered for 8 
or more credit hours. After logging into your MyBGSU select Student 
Insurance Requirements on the left hand side. Also please print the 
conformation page for your records. 
The deadline to enroll in or waive out of the BGSU-Oftered Student Insurance Plan 
is September 4.2009. After this date, the charge to your Bursar bill 
WILL NOT be reversible. 
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service regardless of 
their health insurance coverage. 
Check us out at     www bgsu edu/studentinsiirance 
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PHOTOS BY ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS 
ABOVE: RC enihunesl RC enthusiast Doug 
Schultz of temperance Michigan puts a spin 
on his RC during a car show Saturday after- 
noon. Schultz who has been a member of the 
Venom Nitro Club for 8 years, started the RC 
hobby after a back injury left him unable to 
hunt again. 
AT RIGHKhns Dunbar (left) overlooks 
the internals of hrs Mammoth Pro ST as 
Chrrs Vega (right) examines it for a pull start 
replacement. Dunbar and Vega lead a RC 
enthusiast club known as the Venom Nitro 
Club which does shows throughout the 
Toledo area. 
CARS 
From Page 5 
with an assortment of differ- 
ent food vendors and local res- 
taurants. One could not help 
but feel carefree and relaxed 
with the state of events. Dave 
Reece, who was sporting a clas- 
sic 1920's Ford Roadster, felt the 
same way. 
"The vibe of the show really 
sits well with you," said Reece. 
"It's just a blast." 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
1 I 9 
fr E S 
£86 
S    L   fr 
8 I   6 
9 El 
£ 8 6 
1. 9 I 
»   S   Z 
S   9   Z 
I L t 
E   6   8 
L   8   E 
6 9 I 
>   I   S 
I 6 » 
8 £ S 
Z   *   9 
8 »   L 
9 5 1 
6   I   £ 
Z 6 9 
E t 8 
I   S   L 
5 I   E 
6 Z L 
9    V   8 
check us out o/?//ne @ 
BGViews 
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GATTI 
From Page 7 
before his death. 
"Sure, they had fights," Flavia 
said. "But he was crazy about 
her." 
The sister told Recife's TV 
Journal news station that 
"Amanda told us she didn't kill 
Arturo, and we believe her." 
"My sister, like us, is very reli- 
gious and would be incapable of 
killing anyone," Flavia said. "She 
found him already dead. It's up to 
the police to discover what hap- 
pened in the flat." 
The pair married in 2007 and 
according to Rodrigues had a 
rocky relationship. Authorities 
were told t he couple was extreme- 
ly jealous of each other and that 
Gatti constantly complained 
about her clothing when she 
traveled to Brazil, police spokes- 
woman Milena Saraiva said. 
According to Brazilian law, 
police accuse a person of a crime 
but it is up to the prosecutor to 
"If there's anybody 
with a great person- 
ality and was a spe- 
cial type of person, it 
was Arturo Gatti." 
Gary bhaw | Promoter 
formally file a charge. Teixeira 
said police have until July 22 
to deliver their findings to the 
prosecutor's office, but he hoped 
the investigation would be com- 
pleted before then. 
Rodrigues was accused of the 
crime Sunday and taken into 
police custody. She has been 
transferred to a woman's prison 
in the state capital Recife. She 
maintains her innocence. 
Gatti Rodrigues atid their 10- 
month-old son arrived in Brazil 
on Friday forwhat they told a local 
real estate agent was a second 
honeymoon. The baby, who was 
unhurt, is now with Rodrigues' 
familyinBraz.il. 
Gatti, a Canadian, fought an 
epic trilogy with Micky Ward 
that branded him one of the 
most exciting fighters of his gen- 
eration. HBO said Monday it will 
re-air the three lights Friday and 
Saturday. 
Gatti retired in 2007 with 
a career record of 40-9 and 31 
knockouts. Known for his 
straightforward punching and 
granitclike chin, Gatti captured 
the super featherweight title In 
1995, when he defeated Tracy 
Harris Patterson in Atlantic City, 
N.J. He won the junior welter- 
weight title in 2004. 
At a news conference Monday 
announcing a super middle- 
weight tournament at Madison 
Square Garden, there was a 
moment of silence in his honor. 
"I had the opportunity to rep- 
resent Arturo when I worked for 
Main Events," promoter Gary 
Shaw told The Associated Press. 
"If there's anybody with a great 
personality and was aspecial type 
of person, it was Arturo Gatti." 
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Fall 2009 Housing 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 ft 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOBSES 
CAMPBELLJUIJOWNHOUSES 
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS 
HEINZ APARTMENTS 
ASK ABOUT OUR 
3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES 
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1DEDBOO 
J& Si?* lift lodcufl <&- 
Top 5 reasons to buy your 
student a Wendy's Gift Card: 
Recievc an Extra $5 for every 
$25 Gift Card purchased. 
Wendy's Gift Cards can be 
used off campus. 
You don't lose your money 
on Wendy's Meal Plan at the 
end of the year. 
Cheaper, more economical 
pricing with speedy service. 
More choices on food items 
made FRESH as you order 
them! 
GREENBRIAR, INC.   (419)352-0717 
445 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 43402 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
10>WnesdayJuM5.2009 WWW.BGVIEWS.COM 
Frozen treats help students survive heat 
ICE CREAM: |an M&M Bl^ard at Myles Dairy Queen yesterday "I come here probably 
four nights a week" Uhl said 
TUITION 
From Page 8 
increase in enrollment when 
comparing summer 2009 to 
summer 2008, 
In the summer ol 2008, there 
were 600 students enrolled 
at Terra, with summet 2009 
enrollment at 820 students, 
Sullivan said. 
The trend of higher enroll- 
ments has also been looked at 
by the Ohio Board of Regents. 
Rob Evans, assistant to the chiel 
communications officer, has 
seen enrollment going up at both 
community colleges and fout 
year universities, 
In the fall ot 2008 there were 
•i7H.;t7(i people enrolled at Ohio 
colleges and Universities, he said 
More of those enrolling students 
are choosing communit) colleg 
es over a four year university. 
The University is also expect 
ing an increase in the number 
of students who will betransfei 
ring into the Universitj in the 
fall also. 
There will be around 625 
students transferring to the 
Universit) for the fall 2009 ses- 
sion, according to Gary Swegan, 
the assistant vice provost and 
director ofundergraduateadmis- 
sinnsat the University, ["his is in 
comparison to only 608 Students 
arriving in 2008 as transfers from 
other colleges 
Of the 608 transfei students, 
309 of them transferred from 
community and technical col- 
leges, he said. 
There are also incentives foi 
students who are attending 
community colleges to transfer 
to the University in the form ol 
cash awards given to students 
who qualify. 
There are two separate one 
time transfer incentives given 
out to two different groups ol 
students. I he two incentives 
are the Transfer Excellence 
Incentive, worth $2,500 each. 
and the Regional Communit) 
College Transfer Incentive worth 
SI.500 each. 
"One   [Transfer   Excellence 
Incentivcl would be those thai 
have associate degrees, and the 
other Ithe Regional Community 
College! ranstcrlnccntivel would 
be those that are members of Phi 
Theta Kappa." Swegan said. 
Phi Theta Kappa is the hon- 
orary society for community 
college students. It is available 
to  students  who  qualify  for 
"My grandparents always talked about how 
having a high school diploma was important, 
how they could live on a high school 
education. Now you need a bachelor's or 
master's degree so despite the cost of a 
college degree you should still go for a 
bachelor's or master's degree." 
eph Smith | Junior 
enrollment who attended either 
a community or technical col- 
lege in the state ol Ohio and will 
attend the University, according 
to David Kielmeyer, the senior 
director of communications at 
the University. 
The program has been avail- 
ahle for the last two years and 
has awarded around 300 stu 
dents. Kielmeyer said. Half ot 
those transferring receive the 
$1,500 award, and the other half 
receives the maximum $2,500, 
he said. 
Despite the increased enroll- 
ment, which the University is 
seeing from students attend- 
ing community colleges, the 
increase is normal considering 
the impact the economy has on 
the area. 
What we are seeing is 
not unusual, it is historical," 
Kielmeyer said. "Historically 
when the economy is down 
the enrollment at two-year and 
community colleges is histori- 
cally higher' 
Students cited the economy 
.is one of the top reasons why 
they chose to go to a community 
college prior to enrolling at the 
University, 
This includes loscph Smith, 
a junior majoring in microbiol- 
ogy and bio-chemistry, who 
attended Cuyahoga Community 
College in Cleveland as part of 
a post secondary program. The 
av erage price of a semester at the 
community college was around 
Sl.OOO per semester according to 
Smith. 
Smith received an associ- 
ate of science in biology and 
psychology at the community 
college but still wanted to com- 
plete bis bachelors despite the 
higher cost. 
My grandparents always 
talked about bow having a high 
school diploma was important, 
bow they could live on a high 
school education," he said. "Now 
you need a bachelor's or mas- 
ter's degree so despite the cost 
of a college degree you should 
still go for a bachelor's or mas- 
ter's degree." 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The B(> New* will noi knowingly accrpi 
advrriifcmcnt* ih.it dlbcitmlimte. or 
encourage discrimination against any 
individual or group on the liasis of race, 
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin. 
HODHI orieiiiatkm dlaablllly Maim a« a 
vi-n'i.tti  III tin the basis ol any other legally 
pti III. II-! SLUMS 
I It.- IK. News reserve* tin- righl lode. line. 
diMoniinuc or reuse any advertisement 
Mich as those found in he defamatory, 
lacking In factual bast*, nlitaadfagoi MM 
in nature, All adwnlaamtnn an aub|aa 
in editing ami approval 
Services Offered 
BELLYDANCE in BG! Unveil your 
inner beauty! Beginner classes and 
Ladies Night Out Beliydance! 
For more info: call 419-217-6690, 
or visit www.laurashakti.com 
or email: lauraKshakti@gmail com 
YOGA STUDIO in BG! Release your 
stress1 Yoga tor all bodiesrtevels, 
Certified teachers Hatha Flow style, 
Kundalini Yoga with chanting & 
meditation. Women's Yoga, and 
Beginners Yoga. For more info: 
Call 419-217-6690. or visit 
www.laurashakti.com 
or e-mail: lauraKshakti@gmail com 
Discount for BGSU staff & students! 
Help Wanted 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by pgfeoelb- 
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1 Six-Day War weapon 
2 Stashed away 
3 Beatle spouse Yoko 
4 Batters' protection 
5 Poppycock 
6 Two. four, six, etc. 
7 German wheels 
8 Trudge, as through mud 
9 Opposite of "At ease!" 
10 Vacation times 
11 Work on sore muscles 
12 "That is," in 
41 -Across 
13 "Wrong!" 
21 "_ bad boy!": Lou 
Costello catchphrase 
22 Peter the Great et al. 
23 Like some mistakes 
24 The first Mrs. Trump 
25 Pester persistently 
28 Lose traction 
31 Home to many llamas  51 
ALAINABUZAS      THEBGNEAS 
ACROSS 
1 "Now we're in for it!" 
5 Whopper ot a meal 
10 Tattooist's surface 
14 Fan mag 
15 Developing egg 
16 Reverse, in word processing 
17 Worshiped carving 
18 Gave false hope to 
19 Track event 
20 Christmas service 
23 With "A," 1986 Ted Danson film 
26 Al ease with 
27 Web forum user's self-image 
28 Red giant or white dwarf 
29 Price indicators 
30 Down Under gem 
33 Replies to an invite 
37 California's Santa _ River 
38 The Rebels of the Southeastern 
Conference, familiarly 
40 Before, to bards 
41 Tongue of Tiberius 
32 Docs' org. 
34 Left-hand page 
35 Is a Nosy Parker 
36 Sprouts-to-be 
43 Totally absorbed 
44 Soft cheese 
45 Entree list 
47 Brought a smile to 
49 More's perfect place 
52 Waifish supermodel from 
Britain 
54 Easy to use, in adspeak 
56 Slanted type: Abbr. 
57 Claim as one's own 
58 Carry out 
62 Harbor pushers 
63 Popular tattoo site 
64 Craving 
65 Blade with a guarded tip 
66 Spanish sovereigns 
67 Cornet note 
"    the loneliest num 
ber": '60s song lyric 
Law book contents 
Sudden urge 
Saddens, slangily 
Daytona 500 org. 
Enero or mayo 
Come together 
Figure, as a sum 
No longer a minor 
Wild and crazy 
More than enough 
Zilch 
Hood buddy 
Word before booster 
or tripper 
"Is it soup _?" 
ANSWERS 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 16   STRAIGHT YEARS 
SKABOUT 
UR SPECIALS! 
our coupon menu at 
'.pisanellos.com 
PISRN€LLO'S| 
203N.Moin   ™t°™im   352-5166 1 
5b 50 Minimum L 
Open Weekdays 4P.M.   • Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun. 
Help Wanted For Rent For Rent 
IBARTENDINGI up to $300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
For Rent 
Lifeguards - Needed for the Nichols 
Therapy Pool. Part-time positions 
avail. Salary S10.25/hr. Must hold 
Lifeguard Cert from American Red 
Cross, YMCA or Ellis & Assoc Appli- 
cation packet may be obtained from 
WCBMR/DD 11160 E. Gypsy Lane 
Rd.. Bowling Green Ent B Mon.-Fri. 
8am-4:30pm. Application deadline 
7/20/09 ® 12:00p.m. E.O.E. 
"■ Need cleaning people and misc, 
8/5/09 for 2 approx 2 weeks. 
Call 419-353-0325. 
"1 & 2 BR Apts ♦ rooms low as" 
S225/mo. also 1/1/10 -1 & 2 apts. 
Carlyrenlals.com, call 419-353-0325 
"Across from Kohl Hall, 2BR apts, 
avail now & Aug A/C. off-st. parking 
$695/mo. call 614-668-1116. 
1 S 2 BR apts avail at 800 Third St. 
133 N. Church & 137 N. Church. 
Call 419-354-9740 
1 & 2 8R apts, close to campus, 
ideal for grad students, avail, in May. 
call Gary at 419-352-5414. 
1 & 2 BR apts. now & August 
www.fiterentals.com 
or call 419-353-8208. 
130-134 Liberty St. Quiet area, 
1 & 2 BR, A/C, D/W, $450-6O0/mo. 
Call 419-354-6036. 
1 BR apt. ^efficiencies 
Close to campus, Avail in Aug. 
Call 419-708-9981 
2BR house close to campus, 
Irg backyard avail Aug. ♦ util 
Call 419-708-9981. 
3 & 4 BR units still avail, low rates! 
Copper Beech Townhomes, 
call 419-353-3300. 
3BR, 2 bath - house w/ den, 5th St, 
$695/mo, avail immediately. 
call 419-266-5538 
Basement Apt., Near Campus 
$350'mo, utilities included. 
Call 419-352-5882 
BG Apartments com 
419-352-8917 
818 2nd St - 2BR apt, 
841  3rd A - 3BR duplex, 
453 S Prospect B - 1BR apt, 
328 Conneaut - 3BR house 
Fum. 3 room apt, S350/mo + elec. 
2 BR apt. $500/mo. . util avail 8/1 
Call 419-601-3225. 
Large 1 Bdrm, Near Campus, 
Avail. Fall 2009. $475'mo. util. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
Retired teacher will rent rooms & 
share house, ideal tor retirees, grad 
students, professors. Large older BG 
home. 4 BR's, 2 w/b fireplaces, se- 
cluded wooded 1.5 lot, full use of 
kitchen, laundry, etc. $300/mo incl. 
util. Leave message 419-352-5523 
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd. 
1BR apts. $375-8415/mo + elec. 
Jay-Mar 8th & High St. 
2BR apts - $475-495/mo + gas/elec 
Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm M-F. 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/ 
3 BR. each w/ priv bath & entrance. 
Close to campus + utilities 
Call 419-708-9981. 
The Homestead 
1,2 BR's & 1 BR w/ studio apts 
S515-650'mo + all util, great location! 
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F. 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
What Would You Do For a 
Klondike Bar? Treat yourself to a 
tour of Varsity Square and we'll treat 
you to a free Klondike Bar! 
Call 419-353-7715 
or visit www varsitysquareapts com 
www.meccabg.com 
Mecca Management, Inc. 
419-353-5800 
1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only 
$499! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEAT 
j 
VAKidl SOU A HI 
APAHIIHiini 
Lai        •        ■     'l.r 
\ ShoppttOn 
1 1 South Main 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715    ffiv 
Now Open Saturday 10-3 ».-.— 
llAMSllPM 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
"SamB's 
consistently 
serves the best 
food between 
Perrysburgand 
Columbus." 
The Toledo Blade Food Critic 
DINE-IN©DELIVERY 
HAPPY HOURS 9-11PJ 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
Find A Place To Call Home 
wwin.preleiredpropei1lesco.com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
Haven House Manor ol Wood County. LLC 
Fox Run Apts. 
Piedmont Apts. 
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed! 
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtownl 
1 Bedroom A Efficiencies 
Houses 
